Magnetism in curved geometries
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Abstract

Extending planar two-dimensional structures into the three-dimensional space has become a general trend in multiple disciplines, including electronics, photonics, plasmonics and magnetics. This approach provides means to modify conventional or to launch novel functionalities by tailoring the geometry of an object, e.g. its local curvature. In a generic electronic system, curvature results in the appearance of scalar and vector geometric potentials inducing anisotropic and chiral effects. In the specific case of magnetism, even in the simplest case of a curved anisotropic Heisenberg magnet, the curvilinear geometry manifests two exchange-driven interactions, namely effective anisotropy and antisymmetric exchange, i.e. Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya-like interaction. As a consequence, a family of novel curvature-driven effects emerges, which includes magnetochiral effects and topologically induced magnetization patterning, resulting in theoretically predicted unlimited domain wall velocities, chirality symmetry breaking and Cherenkov-like effects for magnons. The broad range of altered physical properties makes these curved architectures appealing in view of fundamental research on e.g. skyrmionic systems, magnonic crystals or exotic spin configurations. In addition to these rich physics, the application potential of three-dimensionally shaped objects is currently being explored as magnetic field sensorics for magnetofluidic applications, spin-wave filters, advanced magneto-encephalography devices for diagnosis of epilepsy or for energy-efficient racetrack memory devices. These recent developments ranging from theoretical predictions over fabrication of three-dimensionally curved magnetic thin films, hollow cylinders or wires, to their characterization using integral means as well as the development of advanced tomography approaches are in the focus of this review.
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1. Introduction

The interplay between geometry and topology is of fundamental importance throughout many disciplines. Examples include thin layers of superfluids [1] and superconductors [2, 3], nematic liquid crystal shells [4, 5], viral shells [6], cell membranes [7] and macromolecular structures [8]. Considerable effort has been devoted to understanding the role of the coupling between in-surface order and curvature of the underlying surface [9, 10]. Until recently, the impact of a curvature on electromagnetic properties of solids was mainly studied theoretically. The remarkable development in nanotechnology, e.g. preparation of high-quality extended thin films and nanowires as well as the potential to arbitrarily reshape those architectures after their fabrication, has enabled first experimental insights into the fundamental properties of three-dimensional (3D) shaped objects with photonic, plasmonic and magnetic properties.

This review focuses on the peculiarities emerging from geometrically curved magnetic objects, including two-dimensional (2D) bent wires [11–14], 3D helices [15–19], 3D curved shells, e.g. spherical [20–25] or tubular [26–28] and Möbius bands [29]. The objects are neither bulk systems nor nanoparticles, and are obtained by a conformal transformation of quasi-one-dimensional (1D) wires or extended thin films. We consider effects that are driven by the interplay between object geometry and topology of the magnetic sub-system.

Owing to intense theoretical and experimental efforts, the topic of magnetism in curved geometries has evolved in an independent research field of modern magnetism with many exciting theoretical predictions and strong application potential. The emergence of a curvature-induced anisotropy and an effective Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction (DMI) are characteristic for bent and curved wires and surfaces [29–31], leading to curvature-driven magnetochiral effects [22, 26, 32–36] and topologically induced magnetization patterning [22, 29], including increased domain wall velocities in hollow tubes [37], chirality symmetry breaking [29, 34, 35] and Cherenkov-like effects for magnons [38]. In addition to these rich physics, the application potential of 3D-shaped objects is currently being explored as magnetic field sensors for magnetofluiddic applications [39, 40], spin-wave filters [41, 42], advanced magneto-encephalography devices for diagnosis of epilepsy at early stages [43–45] or for energy-efficient race-track memory devices [37, 46].

The realization of those curved magnetic thin films requires advanced approaches for fabrication and characterization. There are numerous chemical and physical methods available to realize 3D magnetic objects of different sizes and geometries. Chemical approaches relying on electrochemical deposition in nanoporous templates combined with atomic layer deposition allow to produce magnetic rods [47–51], core-shell magnetic tubular heterostructures [52, 53] or even magnetic hollow tubes with diameters in the tens to hundreds of nanometer range [28, 54–56]. Due to their small dimensions, these objects possess rather simple axially symmetric domain patterns, such as longitudinal and azimuthal magnetization [28, 55]. Physical deposition provides high-quality layers with minimal surface roughness. Magnetic thin films and multilayers deposited onto curvature templates, e.g. cylinders [57], spheres [20, 21, 25, 58–60] or regular patterns of nanostructures of ripples, nanocones or nanodots prepared by low energy ion beam sputtering of semiconductor and oxide surfaces [61–64], resemble cap-like structures with well-determined structural and magnetic properties. Depending on the dimensions of the features in the template, e.g. diameter of spherical particles, curvature radii from 5 nm [65, 66] to some micrometers [60, 67, 68] are feasible to obtain.

Magnetic properties of those curved thin films are typically investigated employing magnetometry [28, 56, 69–71], magnetic force microscopy [20, 49, 58, 65, 72–75], scanning magneto resistive microscope [23], transmission electron microscopy [76, 77], or soft x-ray imaging techniques including x-ray photoemission electron microscopy [52, 59, 74, 78, 79], transmission soft x-ray microscopy [23, 73, 79, 80] or x-ray holography [81].

Facilitating the glancing angle deposition (GLAD) approach [17, 82, 83], it is possible to realize magnetic helices [77, 84] as well as springs [85] with small dimensions down to 50 nm [86]. Combining physical deposition with strain engineering techniques [87–90] allows to realize wrinkled magnetic thin films [91–95] as well as rolled-up magnetic tubular architectures, such as Swiss rolls [40–42, 96, 97] and helices [15, 98, 99]. Typically, these objects possess diameters ranging from 1 µm [40, 42, 97, 100–102] up to 100 µm [39, 45]. These architectures possess complex domain patterns [96, 101, 103, 104], which determine their magnetoelectric responses [45, 101, 104].

In contrast to planar architectures or magnetic caps where each sample area can be observed using ‘top-view’ microscopy, 3D curved surfaces like helices, Möbius bands or Swiss rolls hide substantial parts of their structure. Structural and magnetic properties may only be revealed with tomographic imaging using the information drawn from precharacterization investigations as input. In this respect, integral measurements exploiting electric current flowing through the object (magneto resistance) or stray fields of the structure (magnetometry) are well suited to determine characteristics of the entire sample, e.g. preferential magnetization orientation and switching fields. State-of-the-art magnetic tomographic imaging techniques, such as magnetic neutron tomography [105, 106], electron holography [76, 77, 107, 108] and vector...
field electron tomography (VFET) [109, 110], rely on the detection of the phase shift originating from interaction with magnetic fields. While magnetic neutron tomography is applied to determine the spatial distribution of magnetic domain walls in macroscopic bulk materials, electron holography and VFET allow for reconstructing magnetization vector fields in nanoscopic samples with nanometer spatial resolution. On the other hand, utilizing x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) [111–115] as element-specific contrast mechanism with full-field x-ray microscopies [116–118] provides nanometer spatial resolution to image the peculiarities of the magnetic domain patterns in 3D curved geometries extended over tens of micrometer. X-ray tomography is an established technique to reconstruct the 3D distributions of atomic densities in a vast of different 3D objects [105, 119–124]. Very recently, magnetic soft x-ray tomography (MXT) [96] offering the possibility to reconstruct magnetization spin textures in 3D-shaped mesoscopic objects has been reported.

The scope of this review is to present recent advances in the emergent topic of 3D curved magnetic thin films including both theoretical predictions and experimental studies. It is organized as follows: the second section provides the relevant theoretical background to assess curvature-driven effects. The generic theory is briefly discussed with more emphasis given to the specific shapes, e.g. hemispherical caps, tubes, or helices, which can be experimentally realized and investigated. Basics of x-ray microscopy extensively used to study 3D magnetic objects are briefly reviewed in section 3. Section 4 deals with the experimental realization of magnetic cap structures and their characterization. Experiments with tubular objects including rods, hollow tubes and rolled-up thin films are presented in section 5. Section 6 introduces an approach to fabricate and characterize magnetic micro- and nano-helices. Section 7 summarizes recent activities on the investigation of truly 3D magnetic textures using topographic techniques. In this respect, magnetic neutron tomography, electron holography, vector field electron tomography and magnetic soft x-ray MXT will be addressed.

2. Theoretical background: curvature-induced effects in nanowires and nanoshells

The influence of a curvilinear geometry on transport and electromagnetic properties of matter is a hot topic in condensed matter and field theories. There has been long-standing discussions in quantum mechanics regarding the thin-layer quantization formalism of a particle constrained to a curved space [125–129]. The curvature of the system can induce an additional effective energy contribution, the so-called geometrical potential. The corresponding quantum mechanical approach was introduced by Jensen and Koppe [126] and generalized by da Costa [127] to study the tangential motion of a particle rigidly bound to a surface. The constraint of electron motion along the curve or surface results in transverse thin-wall quantization of the electronic states leading to specific quantum motion. The geometrical potential is determined by the local curvature of the system, which causes a vast of intriguing phenomena in charge and energy transport as well as in localization [129–143]. For instance, 1D wires possess, in addition to the geometrical potential induced by the wire curvature, a vector potential originating from the wire torsion [144–147] that manifests chiral effects.

The theoretical description of the evolution of the magnetization distribution in curved systems is based on the dynamics of the 3D vector order parameter, e.g. the magnetization unit vector in low-dimensional physical systems (quasi 2D nanoshell, quasi 1D nanowire). Studying curvature-induced effects on the evolution of vector fields has a long history [9, 10, 148, 149]. One of the well-known examples of nonlinear vector field models is the general Ginzburg–Landau vector model with the energy functional [150]:

$$E = \int \mathrm{d}x \left[ \nabla \mathbf{u} : \nabla \mathbf{u} + V(\mathbf{u}) \right]$$

for the vector order parameter \( \mathbf{u} = (u^1, u^2, \ldots, u^d) \) in the multi-dimensional real space \( x \in \mathbb{R}^d \). Here, \( \nabla \) is the nabla operator and \( V \) the geometrical potential. The colon operator denotes a scalar product in both real and order parameter spaces. If transformations of the order parameter and of the real space are independent of each other, the scalar product can be rewritten as: \( \nabla \mathbf{u} : \nabla \mathbf{u} = G_{ij} \nabla u^i \nabla u^j \) with the metric tensor \( G_{ij} \) of the order parameter space. The behavior of vector fields \( \mathbf{u} \) in a curved space [9, 10] becomes more sophisticated due to the intimate relation between the geometry of the substrate space (x-variable) and of the field (u-variable). In spite of numerous results on the behavior of a vector field in curved systems [9, 10, 148, 149], the problem is far from being solved. In the majority of studies, the 3D vector field was rigidly bound to the surface (shells) or to the curve (wires). In other words, the vector field was simplified to be strictly tangential to the curved substrate. In particular, the general expression for the surface energy of static tangential distribution of the director in a curvilinear shell of a liquid crystal was recently obtained [151–154] with possible applications using different geometries and orientation ordering [155–157]. Such strictly tangential field distributions were further used to study the role of curvature in the interaction between defects in 2D XY-like models to describe ultrathin layers of superfluids, superconductors, and liquid crystals confined to curved surfaces [158].

The phenomenological description of magnetization statics and dynamics in the continuum limit relies on the total energy of the magnet consisting of exchange, anisotropy, dipolar and Zeeman energy. To simplify the description, we focus on a ferromagnet with uniaxial anisotropy, i.e. an anisotropic Heisenberg model. In this case, the total energy functional reads:

$$E = \int \mathrm{d}x \left[ A \varepsilon_{\text{ex}} + K (m \cdot e_h)^2 \right].$$

Here, the first term describes the isotropic exchange interaction

$$\varepsilon_{\text{ex}} = (\nabla m_x)^2 + (\nabla m_y)^2 + (\nabla m_z)^2,$$

with the exchange stiffness \( A \). The second term in (2) is the anisotropy energy. The unit vector \( e_h \) gives the direction of
the anisotropy axis; \( K \) is the anisotropy constant. We emphasize that \( \mathbf{e}_i = \mathbf{e}_i(\mathbf{x}) \) is a function of the spatial coordinates \( \mathbf{x} \) in accordance to the geometry of a curvilinear sample. For example, \( \mathbf{e}_i \) pointing normal to a curvilinear shell and \( K > 0 \) leads to an easy-surface anisotropy; \( \mathbf{e}_k \) being tangential to a curvilinear wire and \( K < 0 \) manifests an easy-tangential anisotropy. The geometry-dependent direction of the local anisotropy requires the development of a fully curvilinear framework of the static and dynamic magnetization behavior.

The representation of the magnetic energy functional in an arbitrary curvilinear frame of reference is a challenge. A proper description of the curvilinear system has been given for specific geometries, such as cylinders [27, 159], tori [160, 161], cones [162, 163] and spheres [22]. Most theoretical studies are limited to the isotropic Heisenberg model with possible skyrmion-like solutions [159, 164–166]. For example, 2\( \pi \)-skyrmions can appear in an isotropic Heisenberg magnet due to the coupling between magnetic field and curvature of the surface [167]. In easy-surface Heisenberg magnets, the curvature of the underlying surface leads to the coupling between the localized out-of-surface component of magnetic vortex with its delocalized in-surface structure [22].

Very recently, a full 3D theory for thin magnetic shells and wires of arbitrary shape was put forth [30, 31]. This approach allows to derive the energy for arbitrary curves and surfaces, and arbitrary magnetization vector fields in the assumption that magnetostatic effects can be reduced to an effective anisotropy. In the curvilinear reference frame, the exchange energy (3) consists of three different contributions [31]:

\[
\mathcal{E}_{\text{ex}} = \mathcal{E}_{\text{ex}}^0 + \mathcal{E}_{\text{A}} + \mathcal{E}_{\text{D}},
\]

The first term describes the isotropic part of the exchange expression:

\[
\mathcal{E}_{\text{ex}}^0 = \nabla m_\alpha \cdot \nabla m_\gamma.
\]

Greek indices \( \alpha, \beta, \gamma = 1, 2, 3 \) numerate curvilinear components of vector fields and curvilinear coordinates and \( \nabla \) is the nabla operator in its curvilinear form [31]. The Einstein summation convention is used from here on.

In addition to this common exchange expression, curvature and torsion in magnetic shells [30] and wires [31] induce two effective magnetic interactions: (i) curvilinear geometry-induced effective anisotropy and (ii) curvilinear geometry-induced effective DMI.

### 2.1. Curvilinear geometry-induced effective anisotropy and shape-induced patterning

The effective anisotropy interaction stems from the curvilinear form of the exchange energy (4):

\[
\mathcal{E}_{\text{A}}^0 = \mathcal{K}_{\alpha \beta} m_\alpha m_\beta.
\]

For curved wires, the components \( \mathcal{K}_{\alpha \beta} \) have a bilinear form with respect to curvature and torsion [31]; For shells, the components \( \mathcal{K}_{\alpha \beta} \) have a bilinear form with respect to the components of the second fundamental form and spin connection of the surface [30]. In this respect, it is instructive to mention that the effective anisotropy emulates a scalar geometrical potential closely related to the potential which arises in the quantum mechanical problem of the particle rigidly bound to a surface [126–129].

An impressive manifestation of the geometry-induced anisotropy can be seen in the equilibrium magnetization configurations: the ground state essentially depends on the curvature preventing strictly tangential distributions even for strong easy-tangential anisotropy. For example, the ground state of a helix nanowire with strong anisotropy directed along the wire reveals a magnetization distribution that is tilted in the local rectifying surface. The tilt angle depends on the product of curvature and torsion [19, 168]. Analogously, the equilibrium magnetization distribution of a cone shell [30] is neither strictly tangential nor strictly normal to the cone surface. The angle between magnetization and easy (hard) anisotropy direction is proportional to the square of the local mean curvature [30].

Effects of the curvature-induced anisotropy are obvious in a tubular geometry. Systematic studies of magnetic nanotubes have proven an exchange energy of the form similar to (4) with an effective easy-axis anisotropy along the tube [27, 169–173]. The longitudinal anisotropy term \( \mathcal{E}_{\text{A}}^0 \) gives rise to a gap formation in the dispersion relation of magnons in nanotubes [172]. Another striking consequence of the nontrivial geometry is shape-induced patterning. One of the simplest systems with such a phenomenon is a ring-shaped wire (circumference). This object is characterized by a finite constant curvature and zero torsion. The magnetization in rings with sufficiently large anisotropy forms a flux-closure vortex-like distribution [174, 175], and an onion distribution otherwise [31].

The interplay between curvilinear geometry and nontrivial topology of the magnetization structure in such systems can be crucial. For example, it is very well-known that the ground state of small flat magnets is spatially uniform (monodomain). In contrast, a quasiuniform magnetization distribution in small spherical shells is forbidden by the hairy-ball theorem [176]. Instead, two oppositely disposed vortices form as ground state (figure 1(a)) [22]. Another nontrivial topology is the Möbius ring that forces a discontinuity of any normal vector field due to its nonorientable surface. This discontinuity is the origin of the magnetization patterning in Möbius rings: topologically induced domain walls (figures 1(b) and (c)) [29, 177].

### 2.2. Curvilinear geometry-induced effective Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction and chiral effects

The last term in the curvilinear exchange expression (4) is the curvature-induced effective Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction:

\[
\mathcal{E}_{\text{D}} = \mathcal{D}_{\alpha \beta \gamma} (m_\gamma \nabla_\alpha m_\beta - m_\alpha \nabla_\gamma m_\beta),
\]

where effective DMI constants \( \mathcal{D}_{\alpha \beta \gamma} \) are antisymmetric with respect to \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \). Furthermore, they are linear in curvatures and torsion for curves, and linear in the components of the second fundamental form and spin connection for shells [31]. In some respect, this interaction resembles the vector geometrical potential generated by the torsion of the space curve.
This problem was recently studied in the framework of a constrained quantum mechanics augmented with a spin-orbit coupling [144–147].

The curvature-induced effective Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction is the source of a possible chiral symmetry breaking. As a rule chiral effects appear in systems with broken local inversion symmetry and are generally related to the geometrical Berry phase [178]. In magnetism, these phenomena are referred to as magneto chiral effects [26].

The simplest magnetic object with magneto chiral properties is a magnetic vortex, which forms as a ground state in soft-magnetic thin films with lateral dimensions of $\approx 1 \, \mu m$ due to the interplay between exchange and magnetostatic energy contributions. For circular shapes, the circulation of the in-plane magnetization tangential to the edge surface is divergence-free [179]. An out-of-plane magnetization exists only in a very small region around the center (vortex core) that has a lateral extension similar to the exchange length (typically 10 nm for soft-magnetic materials [180, 181]).

The vortex state in planar systems is energetically degenerated with respect to the upward or downward magnetization of the vortex core (the vortex polarity $p = \pm 1$), and to the clockwise or counter-clockwise sense of magnetization rotation (vortex chirality/circulation). This degeneracy is lifted in curved systems and triggers new physical phenomena. Figure 2 depicts an example of spiral-like twisting of Landau domain patterns in Permalloy microsquares upon application of a perpendicular magnetic field. Micromagnetic simulations demonstrated the impact of a slight spherical curvature on the magnetic state arising from surface tensions in the underlying membrane [32]. A nucleation asymmetry between vortices with different core polarities was experimentally observed for square-shaped platelets [32, 182, 183]. In particular, different switching thresholds for vortex cores with opposite polarity were reported [182]. Sample roughness breaking the mirror symmetry at the local scale was given as an explanation for polarity and chirality symmetry breaking [183, 184].

Magnetic vortex distribution can form as a ground state in magnetic cap structures [59, 185]. In such a system, the interplay between magnetic vortex polarity, chirality, and the curvature of the underlying surface lifts the degeneracy of the switching efficiency of the vortex polarity with respect to the vortex chirality. In particular, a clockwise (CW) chirality requires smaller magnetic field pulses to switch the vortex polarity than a counter-clockwise (CCW) configuration (figure 3(a)) [36]. On the other hand, vortex states with opposite chirality reveal distinct switching fields (figure 3(b)) [186].

Let us now consider how the curvature effects the vortex state in a spherical magnetic shell. Unlike a planar disk where the magnetization follows concentric circles, the magnetization lines become spirals in spherical shells (figure 1(a)) [22]. Thus, the magnetization acquires an additional meridional component, which depends on the chirality, i.e. the product of the vortex circulation $c$ and polarity $p$. For $c = +1$, the meridional component is oriented inwards ($p = +1$) and outwards ($p = +1$) at the poles. This effect originates from the curvature-induced DMI. The vortex core plays the role of a charge source for the vortex phase structure, which causes the polarity-circulation coupling, i.e. the coupling between the localized out-of-surface and the delocalized in-plane structures [22]. Note that the very same coupling effects the vortex-magnon interaction. It is well-known that in flat magnets the vortex core is a source of an effective magnetic field which leads to a splitting of different magnon modes [187–189]. This leaves the question: How magnon modes are affected by the curvature and the coupling between vortex polarity and circulation?

Figure 1. Shape-induced patterning: (a) Topologically induced double vortex ground state of soft magnetic spherical shell. Reprinted with permission from [22]. Copyright (2012) by the American Physical Society. (b), (c) Topologically induced domain walls appear as a ground state in magnetic Möbius ring with strong easy-normal anisotropy. Panels (b) and (c) are reprinted with permission from [29].
Figure 2. Left panel: Comparison of experiment (bottom rows) and simulation (top rows) for Permalloy squares with an edge length of 1.85 µm and a thickness of 19 nm. The images show the bending of the domain walls for different magnetic fields perpendicularly applied to the specimen. Right panel: (a) AFM image showing Permalloy squares on frame and Si₃N₄ membrane. (b) Line profiles of the AFM image: Microstructures on the frame are uniformly flat with a constant thickness of 19 nm; Squares on the membrane are significantly curved. Reprinted with permission from [32]. Copyright (2008) by the American Physical Society.

Figure 3. Magnetochiral effects in (a), (b) nanocaps and (c)–(e) nanotubes. (a) Chirality-dependent vortex core switching in magnetic cap structures: vortex core switching requires less excitation amplitude (b) for the vortex with negative chirality $c = -1$ when the projection of magnetic field $\mathbf{b}$ onto polarity $p$ is also negative. Panels (a) and (b) are reprinted from [36] with the permission of AIP Publishing. (c) Chirality-dependent vortex domain wall propagation in a nanotube; two chiralities of head-to-head domain walls; (d) dynamical regimes upon field application. Panels (c) and (d) are reprinted from [190], with permission from Elsevier. (e) The domain wall with unfavorable chirality radiate spin waves while moving (from right to left) with different group velocity at front and back side (outer diameter: 60 nm; thickness: 10 nm). Panel (e) is reprinted from [33] with the permission of AIP Publishing.
One can distinguish two typical situations where magnetochiral symmetry breaking occurs: (i) pattern-induced chirality breaking and (ii) geometry-induced chirality breaking.

2.2.1. Pattern-induced chirality breaking. The symmetry of the system is per se so high that magnetic states with the clockwise and counter-clockwise chiralities are degenerate. Such a situation takes place, for example, in straight cylindrical nanotubes that possess two energetically equivalent vortex domain walls with different chiralities (figure 3(c)). Using a 1D approximation, the problem of the domain wall dynamics can be reduced to a problem of a head-to-head (tail-to-tail) domain wall motion in a biaxial magnet. In this model the transversal anisotropy of easy-plane type is induced by magnetostatic surface charges while the longitudinal anisotropy of easy-axis type has two contributions: magnetostatic contribution and exchange contribution $\mathbf{e}_x \sim (J/\mathbf{R})^2$ with the characteristic magnetic length $\ell$ and the tube radius $\mathbf{R}$.

One of the typical properties of a domain wall motion in biaxial magnet is the existence of a Walker breakdown [191]: the abrupt decrease of the domain wall velocity. This phenomenon was also found in tubular system (figure 3(d)), where the effective anisotropy rapidly decreases with increasing tube radius. Accordingly, the maximum average velocity is strongly dependent on radius [27] and domain wall chirality [27, 34, 35] (figure 3(d)). The dependence of the domain wall velocity on its chirality originates from magnetostatic volume charges [27, 34]. At a certain field value (velocity), the (slower) domain wall with the unfavorable chirality switches its chirality (figure 3(d); dashed line). This effect of chiral symmetry breaking for the vortex domain wall was studied analytically [35, 190] and by means of micromagnetic simulations [34, 35]. The switching is spatially uniform for small radii [27, 35] and essentially nonuniform via vortex-antivortex pair formation for large radii [34]. Further increase of the tube radius avoids the Walker threshold [37] leading to Cherenkov radiation of magnons for fast domain walls (figure 3(e)) [33, 38].

It is well-known that the presence of Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction [192, 193] breaks the degeneracy of spin waves and leads to an asymmetric spin-wave dispersion relation [194–196]. A similar effect of chiral symmetry breaking happens to spin waves propagating in azimuthally magnetized structures: the wave length of magnons at a given frequency is different for opposite propagation directions, which results in a splitting of the spin wave states with left- and right handed chiralities [26].

2.2.2. Geometry-induced chirality breaking. The simplest object to illustrate the interplay between geometrical and magnetic chiralities is a domain wall in curved wires. Novel concepts for magnetic logic [197–199] and storage [46, 200, 201] devices rely on domain wall motion inside curvilinear segments, e.g. a vertical configuration of the magnetic racetrack memory [46]. The pinning of magnetic domain walls in such wires due to local curvilinear defects is a well-known phenomenon [11, 12, 14]. Mechanisms of domain wall pinning have widely been studied: interaction with artificial notches [202–209], surface roughness [210–213] and inhomogeneities in the magnetocryrstalline anisotropy distribution [213–215]. Recently, the role of the curvature in the domain wall pinning was elucidated [216]: a local bend of a nanowire becomes a source of pinning potential for a transversal domain wall [217–219]. The origin of the pinning potential is the curvature-induced DMI. As a result, the domain wall is pinned at the position of maximal curvature. When exposed to an external magnetic field, the wall oscillates in the pinning potential with a frequency determined by the product of wire curvature and its second derivative [216]. Moreover, a symmetry breaking occurs due to the curvature-induced DMI: the magnetization of a head-to-head (tail-to-tail) domain wall is directed outwards (inwards) (figure 4(a)). The latter effect was recently observed experimentally (figure 5) [209]. The symmetry breaking can be easily explained taking into account that DMI originates from exchange interaction: selecting the right domain wall direction defines an effective DMI that makes the magnetization distribution more homogeneous and decreases the exchange energy. The energy gain caused by the effective DMI is proportional to the product of the domain wall charge and its chirality [216].

The presence of a torsion $\tau$ in e.g. helix wire breaks the geometrical chiral symmetry that is directly transferred to the magnetization distribution [19]. Simultaneously, curvature and torsion-induced DMI break the symmetry of spin waves inducing an effective magnetic field. The corresponding vector potential $\mathbf{A}$ is proportional to $\tau$ and constant for helices [19]. Hence, the effective magnetic flux density $\mathbf{B} = \nabla \times \mathbf{A}$ vanishes. Nevertheless, the presence of a magnetic field with the vector potential $\mathbf{A}$ breaks the mirror symmetry and lifts the degeneracy between magnetic excitations along different spatial directions known from planar systems. In this context, it is instructive to note the analogy between Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction and Berry phase theory [221]. The geometrically induced DMI substantially changes the internal structure of the transverse domain wall [168]. In particular, the magnetization inside the domain wall rotates with a chirality opposite to that of the helix structure. The chiral symmetry breaking strongly impacts domain wall dynamics and provides means to move domain walls via different symmetry mechanisms.
spin currents, harnessing e.g. Rashba spin-orbit torque [168] and Zhang–Li torque [220].

A strong coupling between geometrical chirality and magnetochirality has been predicted for Möbius bands with topologically induced domain walls [29]. The energy gain associated with the effective DMI is proportional to the product of geometrical chirality of the Möbius band and domain wall magnetochirality [29].

3. Magnetic soft x-ray microscopy

Development and use of different magnetic imaging techniques are driven by the demand for measuring certain properties. In this respect, Kerr microscopy and scanning electron microscopy with polarization analyzer (SEMPA) [222–226] visualize magnetic surface domains at the micro- and nanoscale, respectively; Spin-polarized low-energy electron microscopy (SPLEEM) [227, 228] and spin-polarized scanning tunneling microscopy (SP-STM) [181, 229, 230] provide means to resolve inner structures of domain walls [231–233] and to study antiferromagnets [234, 235] and skyrmions [236–238] at an atomistic level, respectively. The enhanced spatial resolution of the latter two microscopies comes with the limitation to in situ characterization in ultra high vacuum and very clean (epitaxial) surfaces. Alternatively, recent advances in generating vortex electron beams with orbital angular momenta [239] pave the way towards magnetization-sensitive electron probes utilizing energy loss magnetic chiral dichroism (EMCD) [240] with electron holography (see section 7.3). These vortex beams are obtained as higher-order diffraction patterns after penetrating dislocation apertures [241], magnetic monopoles [242] or samples with magnetic fields aligned along the trajectory via the Aharonov–Bohm effect [243].

The analog of magnetooptical Kerr microscopy in the x-ray regime is magnetic x-ray microscopy that exploits the x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) offering elemental and chemical state specificity at the nanoscale, variable probing depth and means to follow processes at the picosecond timescale. The magnetization in antiferromagnetic media can be further monitored utilizing x-ray magnetic linear dichroism (XMLD) [244]. The family of magnetic soft x-ray imaging consists of four techniques, i.e. scanning transmission x-ray microscopy (STXM) [245], full-field transmission x-ray microscopy (TXM) [111, 246–249], x-ray photoemission electron microscopy (XPEEM) [116, 250–252] and of lensless imaging with x-ray holography [253, 254]. The latter technique relies on coherent scattering of x-rays on domain walls and does not provide the elemental specificity known from XMCD-based approaches but offers the possibility to record ultrafast magnetization dynamics with a diffraction-limited spatial resolution (≈1 nm). On the other hand, TXM and XPEEM combine advantages of utilizing XMCD and recording magnetization patterns at an instance. In fact, imaging field of views of about 20 μm with a spatial resolution of ≈20 nm as required for magnetic x-ray tomography (MXT) (see section 7.4) is accomplished within seconds, while taking two orders longer with STXM [255].

While high-order harmonic generation (HHG) [256, 257] of x-ray beams via femtosecond laser pulsing of ionized atoms is a rapidly evolving field with applications to magnetic systems [258, 259], commonly used synchrotron radiation sources [260] offer convenient access to brilliant and tunable x-ray radiation with adjustable polarization. Data discussed in this work is mainly collected at the Advanced Light Source (ALS), Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) and at the Berliner Elektronenspeicherring-Gesellschaft für Synchrotronstrahlung (BESSY) II, Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin (HZB). Existing beamlines allow for imaging remanent states
of angular momentum during photoelectron excitation and for transition metals due to large spin-orbit coupling. The figure is reprinted from [244] with permission of Springer: Magnetism From Fundamentals to Nanoscale Dynamics, Interactions of polarized photons with matter, 2006, page 390. J. Stöhr and H. C. Siegmann, Figure 9.12. The experimental data on the right are from Chen et al [261] and have been corrected to correspond to 100% circular polarization.

and magnetization reversal processes as well as stroboscopic laser-, field- or current-driven magnetization dynamics at the sub-nanosecond timescale.

3.1 X-ray magnetic circular dichroism

Magnetic contrast in x-ray microscopies is provided by XMCD [111–115]. It describes the magnetization-dependent absorption of a circularly polarized x-ray beam penetrating a magnetic media [111–115]. When tuning the photon energy to a prominent resonance, such as the L3 (2p_{3/2} \rightarrow 3d) and L2 (2p_{1/2} \rightarrow 3d) edges in transition metals (Ni, Fe or Co), the x-ray absorption (electron excitation) strongly depends on the relative alignment of magnetization and x-ray propagation direction (photon angular momentum/helicity) with a maximum for collinearity (photon angular momentum/photon angular momentum transfer of the incidence photon to the excited electron, merely magnetization components along the x-ray propagation direction are distinguishable. The figure is reprinted from [244] with permission of Springer: Magnetism From Fundamentals to Nanoscale Dynamics, Interactions of polarized photons with matter, 2006, page 390. J. Stöhr and H. C. Siegmann, Figure 9.12. The experimental data on the right are from Chen et al [261] and have been corrected to correspond to 100% circular polarization.

The large XMCD effect at the L3,2 edges originates from two fundamental properties [113, 114], namely conservation of angular momentum during photoelectron excitation and conservation of spin momentum during interband transition. In particular, the angular momentum of the photon is transferred to the excited photoelectron that is spin-polarized due to spin-orbit coupling. The opposite coupling for 2p_{3/2} (l + s) and 2p_{1/2} (l – s) causes an opposite spin polarization. The transition probability and thus the white line intensity is determined by the number of valence holes in the exchange-split 3d band. Consequently, the electron excitation with a minority spin is pronounced due to spin momentum conservation leading to an XMCD signal with opposite sign at the L3 and L2 edges (figure 6). Remarkably, the difference in absorption for left- and right-circularly polarized light (or opposite magnetization directions) at the L3 and the L2 edge provides further means to quantify element specifically spin and orbital momenta at a local scale [113, 114] as experimentally confirmed in the pioneering work by Chen et al [261].

3.2 Full-field soft x-ray microscopy

The brief description of full-field transmission soft x-ray microscopy (TXM) will be given on the example of the x-ray microscope XM-1 at beamline 6.1.2 (ALS) [249] which is used to visualize magnetic domain patterns in transparent magnetic nanomembranes. For this sake, the x-ray beam is diffracted while passing through a Fresnel condenser zone plate (CZP) and collimated after interacting with the transparent sample by an image-forming Fresnel micro zone plate (MZP) (figure 7(a)), usually consisting of circular patterns with radially alternating refraction indices and decreasing separation towards the edge [262–264]. Width of the outermost zone of the CZP, size and position of the pinhole define the energy resolution (<200 keV), while the lateral spatial resolution (<20 nm) is determined by the outermost zone width of the MZP [244, 245]. The field of view is fixed to 8 µm. The photon energy is tuned to a prominent resonance by varying the distance between CZP/MZP and sample due to a wavelength-dependent diffraction angle/ focal length. Thus, ordinary bending magnets with high photon yield but broad energy spectra (with respect to undulators) can be used when inserting a slit before the CZP to select the photon helicity (circular polarization) [249]. The depth of focus is about 1 µm. Hence, magnetic domains distributed ≤1 µm along the x-ray beam propagation direction are in focus; Their contributions cannot be disentangled. Contributions originating from areas separated by more than 1 µm while one region is in focus can be discriminated due to varying sharpness of domain walls and overall XMCD signal. However, this implies knowledge about the magnetic properties of the local magnetization.

The sample is mounted onto a holder at ambient conditions. Out-of-plane and in-plane magnetization sensitivity is provided using sample holders with a surface normal tilted by 0° and 30° with respect to the x-ray beam propagation direction, respectively. External magnetic fields up to \( H = \pm 200 \text{ kA m}^{-1} \) may be applied in-plane or at 60° to the sample surface allowing for in-field measurements. Pulse and frequency generators connected via SMA to strip lines/ coplanar wave guides can be facilitated to perform current- and field-driven excitation studies. Films are prepared on 2.5 mm \( \times \) 2.5 mm Si3N4.
nanomembranes with a thickness $d \approx 200$ nm and a transmission $\approx 70\%$ for x-ray energies in the range $(700 \sim 900)$ eV.

### 3.3. X-ray photoemission electron microscopy

Magnetization textures in very thin films ($d \approx 2$ nm) are preferentially visualized by surface sensitive XPEEM. The setup at BESSY II (UE49-PGM [116]) consists of a commercial spin-polarized PEEM (PEEM III with analyzer, Elmitec) with a spatial resolution of $\approx 30$ nm and a variable field of view in the range $(3 \sim 50) \mu m$. As the incidence angle of the x-rays is fixed to $7^\circ$ with respect to surface normal, only one magnetization component can be accessed. Photoelectrons are resonantly excited while exposing the sample to a linearly or circularly polarized x-ray beam generated by an undulator with an energy resolution $\lesssim 0.2$ eV (figure 7(b)). The number of emanating photoelectrons, i.e. secondary electrons, is directly proportional to the x-ray absorption at the $L_3$ or $L_2$ edge [265] and may analogously serve to visualize the magnetization based on XMCD. The normalization to the intensity of absorbed x-rays is particularly attractive for very thin films as much larger signal-to-noise ratios compared to MTXM can be obtained. The penetration/ information depth is determined by screening effects due to Auger electrons created after core excitation (secondary electron emanation) and is limited to $(5 \sim 10)$ nm at resonance in transition metals [115]. Small variations in the secondary electron momentum normal to the surface, originating from local modifications of the work function, electrostatic charging or topography, are accessible by tuning the start voltage. This means that contributions from regions with different surface normal as occurring on curved surfaces can be pronounced or compensated by adjusting the start voltage.

The sample, floating at $(5 \sim 20) \text{ kV}$ to accelerate the photoelectrons, is mounted onto a rotation stage that is in contact with a thermal bath of variable temperature $T = (50 \sim 400)$ K. External magnetic fields up to $H = \pm 40 \text{ kA m}^{-1}$ may be applied parallel or normal to the sample surface allowing for in-field measurements. Recording images while applying a magnetic field requires to readjust alignments at each measurement point, since the photoelectrons are deflected due to the Lorentz force. Studies of global and local ground states by thermal demagnetization [266], coupling between plasmons and magnetization [267, 268] as well as all-optical switching processes in transition metal-rare earth compounds [269, 270] can be carried out by applying femtosecond laser pulses with variable polarization.

### 4. Magnetic cap structures

#### 4.1. Hemispherical caps

The self-assembly of nonmagnetic spherical nanoparticles capped with a magnetic film resembles an elegant way to create curved magnetic nanostructure arrays (cap arrays) [20]. In these systems, the fundamental magnetic interactions...
To increase the degree of order in the self-assembly process, asymmetry into the honeycomb lattice is achieved by positioning towards the equator (inset of figure). The propagation vector distribution within the sputter plasma assures deposition both through the interstitials of mono-, bi- and trilayers and under the particles [274, 275]. Upon removal of the particle monolayers using ultrasonication, a non-planar honeycomb lattice with periodically alternating thickness is obtained [274]. Lattice periodicity, thickness and width of the interconnects can be adjusted by changing particle size, thickness of deposited materials and plasma etching of polystyrene particles before metal deposition, respectively [266, 274, 275]. Engineering a height asymmetry into the honeycomb lattice is achieved by positioning the sample under the aperture with a radial offset. To increase the degree of order in the self-assembly process, template-directed self-assembly can be employed to arrange spherical particles into a polymer resist template with regular hole arrays, produced by extreme ultraviolet interference lithography (EUV-IL) [276].

4.1.1. Fabrication of self-assembled arrays of nonmagnetic spherical particles. Using monolayers of self-assembled closely packed spherical particles [271–273] as curvature template offers both high symmetry of the resulting cap structure and the possibility to prepare highly ordered cap arrays. Depending on the purpose, either silica or polystyrene spheres with a diameter \( \varnothing \) in the range from 50 nm to 5 \( \mu \text{m} \) are used. Metal deposition onto the curvature template results in a curvature-driven thickness gradient with a nominal thickness at the very center of the cap and a persistently decreasing thickness towards the equator (inset of figure 8(a)).

Figure 8. (a) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of SiO\(_2\) spheres monolayer capped with Pt(2 nm)/Py(100 nm)/Pt(2 nm) (diameter: 3 \( \mu \text{m} \)). Inset shows cross-section through a capped sphere cut by focused ion beam etching (FIB) (cap indicated by dashed lines). (b) Magnetic hysteresis loop measured with longitudinal Kerr magnetometry and magnetic field applied parallel to the substrate. Hysteresis loop suggests the formation of a magnetic vortex state (illustrated as inset). Panels (a) and (b) are reprinted with permission from [68]. Copyright (2013) American Chemical Society. (c) SEM image of an array of self-assembled spherical particles (diameter: 5 \( \mu \text{m} \)). Inset shows coating of the Janus particles with metal film assuring their catalytic (topmost Pt layer) and magnetic properties ([Co/Pt]\(_N\) multilayer stack). (d) Magnetic hysteresis loop recorded with SQUID magnetometry. Inset illustrates distribution of the magnetic moments at remanence. Panels (c) and (d) are reprinted with permission from [69]. Copyright (2012) American Chemical Society.

The deposition of metal films on a curved substrate leads to the formation of grains with tilted growth direction and lateral grain sizes, which become smaller with increasing tilt angle. The presence of the tilt in the growth direction has important consequences on the magnetic properties of the multilayer. The preferential orientation of the magnetization in [Co/Pd]\(_N\) multilayers governed by the interface anisotropy [284, 285], follows the curvature of the particle’s surface deviating from a simple easy-axis direction (figures 9(a) and (b)). Large deviations between deposition direction and particle surface normal as occurring near the equator result in a mixture of Co and Pd atoms instead of heterostructuring (figure 9(c)). For instance,
[Co(0.27 nm)/Pd(0.8 nm)]ₙ multilayers with thin Co layers are expected to form a Pd-rich Co-Pd alloy with a Curie temperature below 300 K [286, 287]. Consequently, the neighboring nanocaps structurally interconnected are exchange decoupled at room temperature due to the emergence of a paramagnetic intersection region (figure 9(d)) [20, 288].

4.1.3. Soft magnetic caps. For soft-magnetic films, such as Ni₈₀Fe₂₀ (Permalloy), the major role of the curvature is to alter the film thickness/shape. Depending on sphere diameter and film thickness, magnetic layers in closely packed cap arrays are either modulated in thickness or structurally separated, which in turn provides means to tailor magnetic exchange and magnetostatic interactions.

In order to resolve the in-plane magnetization components of soft-magnetic nanostructures, x-ray spectromicroscopy techniques, such as X-PEEM or TXM (see section 3), that use XMCD as magnetic contrast mechanism have been applied. The in-plane sensitivity is provided by resonantly illuminating the sample with circularly polarized x-rays at a shallow incidence angle. As a reference, the dipolar XMCD contrast of a planar nanodisk (indicated by dashed circle) is shown in figure 10(a), referring to a magnetic vortex state [289]. The nanopattern was prepared by reactive ion etching (RIE) and is significantly underetched. Shallow incidence angle and partial transmission of the x-ray beam combined with XMCD and substantial vertical offset of the disk with respect to the planar substrate cause a magnetic contrast at the back side of the disk (lower part of figure 10(a)) that is referred to as XMCD shadow contrast (see also section 5.1.1) [59]. The contrast inversion in the shadow region originates from the attenuation of the x-ray beams while penetrating the disk according to the XMCD effect and different photoelectron excitation intensities on the substrate. In this sense, the substrate acts as a 2D sensor similar to the CCD screen in TXM. The lateral dimensions of direct and XMCD shadow contrast are similar as the disk is parallel to the substrate.

Single cap. The XMCD contrast of 3D magnetic objects is more complex than that of planar architectures due to multiple interactions with various magnetization orientations. In other words, the detected XMCD signal represents a net value with an enhanced, reduced, compensated or even inverted contrast. For instance, the XMCD signal of magnetic caps with a film thickness \(d = 20\) nm and a diameter down to 100 nm (indicated by dashed circles) exhibits a quadrupole-like pattern accompanied by an inverted shadow contrast (figure 10(b)) [59]. The origin of the quadrupole XMCD contrast is of the same nature as the shadow contrast, namely a photoelectron excitation with circularly polarized light with distinct intensities. The XMCD contrast at the back side of the cap is weaker than that of the front side due to competing contributions. It is not compensated because of a significantly larger x-ray absorption during the first penetration due to thickness gradient and incidence angle. A non-zero background contrast is apparent as the surrounding planar substrate is also covered with the magnetic film. The peculiar fingerprint of magnetic vortices in cap structures is proven by applying an external magnetic field parallel to the x-ray propagation direction and recording the displacement of the vortex core perpendicular to the field direction.

Figure 9. Magnetic cap structures with PMA. (a) Switching field of radially magnetized caps as a function of field direction (illustrated by schematics). (b) Simulations for caps assuming uniaxial anisotropy, including a representation of the Stoner-Wohlfarth model. The switching field \(H_s\) is normalized to its value at \(\theta = 0\). Panels (a) and (b) are reprinted with permission from [24]. Copyright (2006) by the American Physical Society. (c) Schematics illustrating the transition from well-defined [Co/Pd]ₙ multilayers to a Pd-rich Co-Pd alloy resulting in strong exchange decoupling of the neighboring cap structures in the array. Panel (c) is reprinted from [288] with the permission of AIP Publishing. (d) MFM image depicting exchange decoupled out-of-plane magnetized caps with diameters of 310 nm. Panel (d) is reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Materials [20], copyright (2005).
The shadow contrast can be used (b) to identify magnetic states below the spatial resolution limit or (c) to observe core displacements. The curvature of the cap leads to a quadrupole-like contrast due to interactions with front and back side and an extended shadow contrast. A significant vertical offset from the substrate causes a dipolar XMCD contrast in the disk and an inverted shadow contrast at the back side. (b) The shallow angle illumination in transmission x-ray photoemission electron microscope (T-XPEEM) enlarges the XMCD signal of the cap structures along the x-ray propagation direction by a factor of $\approx 3.5\times \tan 16^\circ$. Additionally, the shadow contrast suffers less from local field distortions caused by the cap itself and can be used to determine the vortex core location during magnetization reversal and magnetization dynamics, or to identify magnetic states below the resolution limit (figure 10(b)) and to assemble a phase diagram for a single magnetic cap (figure 10(d)).

**Cap array.** Figures 11(a) and (b) depict the remanent states of closely packed cap arrays initially saturated by an in-plane magnetic field oriented $4^\circ$ and $-20^\circ$ with respect to the lattice orientation, respectively. Each cap exhibiting a quadrupolar XMCD contrast is indicated by red and green circles referring to clockwise and counterclockwise circulation, respectively. The vortex circulation assemble to characteristic patterns, such as straights and steps, depending only on the lattice orientation as the magnetic properties of individual caps are isotropic. Analyzing its distribution for the two given lattice orientations, reveals a majority of straights and steps for alignments close to $0^\circ$ and $30^\circ$, respectively, extended over several caps (figures 11(a) and (b)). The experimental observation of those ground states implies some kind of collective transition, since the system is not frustrated at remanence due to vanishing magnetostatic interaction between adjacent vortices. The term 'collective' refers to the fact that the circulation of each vortex is predetermined by the magnetostatic nearest neighbor interaction in the array during the vortex nucleation process. In particular, the local magnetization during the magnetization reversal process is affected by the lattice orientation of the closely packed cap array and forms meander-like flux-closure domains with nodes located at the intersect of adjacent caps [74]. These modulations eventually lead to the circulation pattern observed experimentally.

The virgin curve extracted from the front side of the cap undergoing a vortex nucleation is shown in figure 12(a) as blue symbols and reveals a transition at $H_{\text{an}} = (11.5 \pm 1.5)$ kA m$^{-1}$. This value matches very well the vortex annihilation field $H_{\text{an}} = (12.0 \pm 0.8)$ kA m$^{-1}$ that were obtained by SQUID measurements. The agreement between local spatially resolved XMCD and integral SQUID measurements could be exploited to assemble magnetic phase diagrams of closely packed caps at $T = 300$ K and $T = 3$ K (figures 12(c) and (d)). The solid lines separating the two phases, vortex and onion state (figure 12(b)), are given as a guide-to-the-eye. Comparing the phase diagram for closely packed cap arrays (figure 12) with that of single caps (figure 10(d)) reveals an expanded onion phase due to magnetostatic intercap interaction during the vortex nucleation process. The third phase with out-of-plane magnetization for large aspect ratios is absent in closely packed cap arrays due to the formation of a thickness modulated extended film instead of individual caps favoring the onion state.

**4.1.4. Imprinted non-collinear spin textures in hemispherical caps.** Vertically stacking two well-studied systems,
namely out-of-plane magnetized caps (see section 4.1.2) and soft-magnetic Py caps (see section 4.1.3), and providing an interlayer exchange coupling through a variable Pd spacer allows for imprinting non-collinear spin textures into the out-of-plane magnetized layers that resemble vortices, spiral domains and skyrmionic core textures (figure 13) [79]. These highly symmetric spin textures with distinct topology and tunable normal magnetization component/ opening angle offer interesting physical properties, such as core-tailored magnetization dynamics [290].

Layer stacks consisting of Pd(2)/[Co(0.4)/Pd(0.7)]₅/Pd(d)/Py(40)/Pd(2) with thicknesses in nm and variable Pd spacer thickness d ranging from 1 to 30 nm were prepared onto assemblies of non-magnetic SiO₂ spherical particles with a diameter of 500 nm. Changing the spacer thickness at small values (d ≲ 5 nm) alters the magnetic properties of the Co/Pd spins, i.e. transforming the originally out-of-plane preferential orientation into an in-plane preference [79]. Utilizing XMCD with TXM and XPEEM, the magnetic states were imaged at remanence after applying magnetic fields $H = ±30$ kA m⁻¹ perpendicularly to the sample surface. Figure 13 depicts simulated spin textures and experimental data revealing vortex, donut, spiral and saturated states with increasing Pd spacer thickness. Donut state type I (figure 13(b)) exhibits a white central region surrounded by a red area. The smallest observable core sizes range from 60 to 110 nm, which agrees well with 80 nm derived from micromagnetic simulations [79]. The experimental observation of these stabilized non-collinear spin textures at room temperature and remanence is intriguing as it provides means to reliably switch between donut state type I and type II with one and two domain walls, respectively (figures 13(b) and (c)), by applying out-of-plane magnetic fields below the switching field of the vortex core. The successful manipulation of donut states implies a switching of the skyrmion number $S$ (also known as topological charge), i.e. between $S ≈ S₁$ and $S ≈ S₀$ [79], which might be appealing for prospective magnetic storage devices based on digital switching of topological charges.

Moreover, modifying topology of the imprinted states, interlayer exchange coupling and core sizes significantly alters the magnetization dynamics including gyro frequency and damping coefficients due to varying core masses [290] that can be described by the Thiele equation [292, 293]. The physical limitation to immobile skyrmionic core textures due to spatial confinement to cap or disk may be overcome by stabilizing non-collinear spin textures with controllable topological properties in extended non-planar honeycomb lattices [266]. The latter architectures are appealing for magnonic and spintronic applications due to stabilization of reconfigurable vortex circulation patterns with homocircular or staggered configuration (figure 14) [266]. The reconfigurability relies on the stray field contributions originating from
the interplay between the height asymmetry of the vertices and the six-fold symmetry of the hexagonal honeycomb lattice. The latter one prefers a staggered arrangement with a vortex nucleation site located at the edge most normal to the applied magnetic field owing to a minimized energy of the magnetostatic surface charges. The essential requirement of these two competing mechanisms were confirmed by micromagnetic simulations and experimentally [266]. A demonstration of field- or current-driven displacement will require further optimization of structural and magnetic properties.

4.1.5. Magnetic data storage applications. In modern magnetic recording schemes, the bit patterned media (BPM) concept implies that one single bit of information is stored in an individual nanostructure with out-of-plane easy axis of magnetization, giving the possibility to significantly increase the areal density. However, even though there is an enormous progress in lithography techniques [294–299] it is rather challenging to create BPM with areal densities of about 1 Tbit/inch², equal to a pitch of 25 nm. This technological challenge has stimulated an intensive search for other ways to produce patterned templates using self-assembly techniques, such as

[Figure 13. Experimental observation of imprinted non-collinear spin textures in hemispherical [Co/Pd]/Pd/Py caps using XPEEM and magnetic TXM (MTXM). Schematics illustrate corresponding state. Varying Pd spacer thickness leads to distinct states: (a) $d = 1$ nm: vortex; (b)–(d) $d = (4 \sim 5)$ nm: donut and spiral; (e) $d = 30$ nm: saturated. Circles indicate cap position with a diameter of 500 nm. XPEEM data is recorded at a constant x-ray beam incidence angle of $74^\circ$ with respect to the surface normal. Out-of-plane and in-plane sensitivity of the MTXM data is provided by normal incidence and by tilting the sample $30^\circ$ with respect to the x-ray beam, respectively. Reprinted with permission from [291].]

[Figure 14. Reconfigurability of vortex circulation patterns in non-planar Py honeycomb lattices; Red-blue shading gives measured XPEEM data. (a) Staggered pattern obtained by ac-demagnetization. (b)–(d) Remanent state after field application along different directions: (b) $0^\circ$; (c): $40^\circ$; (d): $180^\circ$. The circulation sense of vortices is indicated by circles (red solid for clockwise, green dashed for counter-clockwise). Arrows show the orientation of wall sections between pairs of vortices. (e) Normalized difference between the number of vortices $N_{cw}$ with clockwise (cw) and $N_{ccw}$ counterclockwise (ccw) circulation as a function of the direction of the applied magnetic field. Symbols represent experimental data, connecting curve serves as a guide-to-the-eye. Reprinted with permission from [266]. Copyright (2015) by the American Physical Society.]
Figure 15. Probe recording on an array of nanocaps on 60 nm nanoparticles with a periodicity of 100 nm. (a)–(c) Series of MFM images demonstrating the capability to switch the magnetization of each dot (marked with a frame) via interaction with the tip from antiparallel (bright) to parallel (dark) configuration. (d) Force-distance curves displaying a kink when the magnetization of the nanocap switches. Inset depicts custom made rod-like tip used in the experiment. Reprinted from [276] with the permission of AIP Publishing.

anodized alumina (see section 5.1), phase separation in block co-polymers [300–303], surface instability induced by ion bombardment (see section 4.3), or self-assembled magnetic particles [304–307]. In this respect, deposition of magnetic thin films with out-of-plane easy axis of magnetization represents an attractive alternative to realize BPM [20, 58, 276]. Aside from fabrication challenges, methods to successfully write and read information in BPM need to be explored.

Writing requires a careful lateral adjustment of the recording head position on the track and the synchronization of write pulse to the media pattern [308, 309]. For this probe recording scheme, scanning tunneling microscopy and atomic force microscopy with a magnetic cantilever tip are promising techniques to read/write information to each magnetic nanostructure [310]. Probe recording has also been achieved in nonmagnetic materials by either oxidizing the surface of the storage material, charge storage in semiconductors or forming indentions in polymers [311, 312]. However, these techniques suffer from the relatively slow reading and writing speed. Therefore, large scale parallelization of the tips is required to boost performance as demonstrated for example in the Millipede system [310, 311].

In order to perform probe recording on arrays of magnetic cap structures, MFM tips have to fulfill two critical requirements: The stray field of the MFM tip has to be sufficiently large to reverse the magnetization direction of the individual magnetic cap, and spatially confined (i.e. the stray field gradient has to be sufficiently steep) to preserve the magnetic state of adjacent magnetic nanostructures. The stray field of commercially available MFM tips (10 mT) is generally too weak for probe recording applications. In order to increase the tip’s stray field, a series of MFM tips was specially manufactured by the group of H J Hug at EMPA (Dübendorf, CH) [276]. The largest stray field of 67.5 mT was achieved by using a 400 nm long Co rod with a diameter of 100 nm grown by electrochemical deposition inside an aluminum membrane and attached near the apex of the cantilever tip. The rod’s apex was shaped into a cone with a diameter of <25 nm by focused ion beam etching to further confine its stray field (inset in figure 15(d)). In this study, template-directed self-assembly was employed to arrange spherical particles into a polymer resist template with periodically arranged holes, produced produced at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI Villigen, CH) using extreme ultraviolet interference lithography [276]. An array of magnetic caps was created depositing [Pt(0.8 nm)/Co(0.3 nm)]₈/Pt(5 nm) multilayers onto these patterns forming single domain cap structures with out-of-plane magnetization [276].

The proof-of-concept probe recording measurements were performed using a variable temperature UHV-MFM at a base temperature of 8 K operated by the group of H J Hug (EMPA, Dübendorf, CH). The magnetic state of the sample in an external magnetic field is presented in figure 15(a) revealing that the sample is almost magnetically saturated with only a few magnetic caps left with a reversed magnetization (in white) which were used for the probe recording trials. In order to initiate a magnetic writing event, the MFM tip was positioned over the nanocap. Then a force-distance curve was acquired by approaching the cantilever slowly in vertical direction (figure 15(d), red solid curve). The spectra shows a well-pronounced peak at a tip-sample separation distance of about 1.2 nm, indicating a magnetic switching event (island in red circular frame in figure 15(a)), which was confirmed by a subsequent MFM scan performed at larger tip-sample separation (figure 15(b)). The landing curve taken at the very same location after switching is featureless (figure 15(d), black dashed curve). Indeed, the presence of the peak in a force-distance curve is useful for tracking successful switching events in a magnetic probe recording concept. In addition, two further switching events are indicated by the blue square frames in figures 15(b)–(c), clearly demonstrating that using the field assisted probe recording approach, isolated single nanocaps can be switched in a controlled manner.

4.1.6. Magnetic cap structures in life sciences. Magnetic cap structures are not only fundamentally interesting, but also appealing for life science applications when functioning as self-propelled Janus micromotors due to feasible fabrication, tunable functionality and directionality of motion. Deterministic motion of autonomous self-propelled micromotors has emerged to a rapidly growing application relevance in medicine for targeted drug delivery [313, 314], hyperthermia for cancer treatment [315–317], microsurgery [318], etc. Catalytic propulsion of micromotors is one of the leading approaches in the field of intelligent synthetic micromachines [90, 317, 319–322]. Using a combination of magnetic and catalytic layers ensures a directed and autonomous motion in, for instance, H₂O₂. Redirecting
the micromotor by means of magnetic fields requires a stable magnetic easy axis of the system usually given by its shape [322, 323]. An alternative route is to sputter deposit Co/Pt multilayer stacks with an out-of-plane magnetization directly onto mono-layers of silica microbeads that resemble magnetic Janus particles [69]. An out-of-plane anisotropy provides magnetic field control, while the Pt (Pd) capping layer maintain the catalytic chemical reaction in H$_2$O$_2$. Targeted drug delivery, including pick up, transport and drop off, is achieved by reorienting the magnetic field and thus the Janus particle (figure 16(a); compare approach with release step).

In spite of numerous demonstrations, the catalytic concept suffers from the incompatibility of H$_2$O$_2$-based reactions with biological systems. Alternatives in liquid environment rely on various phoretic effects, such as electrophoresis [324, 325], diffusiophoresis [326, 327] and magnetophoresis [328]. Using Janus particles with thick soft-magnetic caps in combination with an ac magnetic field adds another phoretic effect, namely magnetically induced thermophoresis [68]. The heat generated by hysteretic losses (similar to those used for induction cooking) accumulates at the cap and induces a motion (figure 16(b)). The directed motion is ensured by the vortex polarity and a dc magnetic field.

In this case, amplitude of the ac field is limited by the vortex annihilation field to guarantee control over the trajectory. This restriction can be overcome by adding an out-of-plane magnetized film to the thick soft-magnetic layer. Avoiding any interlayer exchange coupling by choosing a thick spacer, keeps both subsystems independent of each other (see section 4.1.4) [79]. Distinct resonant frequencies for both subsystems would ensure a selected excitation of the soft-magnetic subsystem with potentially larger velocities.

4.2. Magnetically capped cylindrical objects

Confined cylindrically curved magnetic nanomembranes are fundamentally appealing, as curvature substantially alters magnetic properties like equilibrium magnetic domain patterns, magnetization reversal and magnetic coupling between neighboring magnetic segments. The latter, in turn, potentially allows one to overcome fundamental limitations imposed on the planar magnetic nanostructures. Applying rolled-up nanotech [87–90]—a strain engineering approach that exploits differential strain within a planar nanomembrane—provides means to fabricate on-chip integrable tubular architectures with cylindrical cross-section (see section 5.2). Curved magnetic cap structures are prepared by coating non-magnetic rolled-up tubes with a soft-magnetic 20nm thick Permalloy (Ni$_{80}$Fe$_{20}$) film. Micromagnetic simulations and advanced characterization with XPEEM were carried out to probe the characteristic magnetic states (figure 17). Coming from long to short tube segments, the contrast transforms from uniform (bluish/reddish) over multi-domain (X-shape, Landau pattern) to uniform (white) highlighting the transition from longitudinal to azimuthal domain patterns via Landau/ vortex states, respectively. The curvature-driven thickness gradient of the magnetic nanostructures avoids stray fields perpendicular to the tube axis and reduces interaction between neighboring magnetic nanostructures. This feature preserves the vortex state, which is a bottleneck of planar stripes. Thus, a much larger areal density of magnetic wires compared to planar stripes might be achieved, which is beneficial e.g. to increase storage density of racetrack memory devices.

4.3. Ion beam-induced templates

Bottom-up approaches employing pre-structured templates prepared by self-organizing processes provide cost- and time-efficient nanostructuring throughout large areas [61, 329–334]. For example, the strain-induced growth of Si$_1-x$Ge$_x$ films on Si(0 0 1) leads to self-assembled patterns of nanopyramids, whose facets can be magnetically covered by shadow deposition [61, 335, 336]. Alternatively, regular patterns of densely packed nanostructures with a characteristic periodicity can be realized by low-energy ion beam sputtering of semiconductor and oxide surfaces [61, 337, 338] and subsequent pattern transfer to a magnetic film deposited on top [64, 331]. The formation mechanism of regular patterns at the nanoscale by ion beam irradiation relies on a self-organization process,
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Py caps is observed due to the curvature-driven thickness gradient. (b), an anisotropic magnetostatic interaction between neighboring states, respectively. From the arrangement of the vortex chirality in from longitudinal to azimuthal domain patterns via Landau/vortex m. Red- and blue-colored regions refer to in-plane magnetization components with the orientation indicated by the arrows. The incidence angle of the beam is illustrated in (a).

From uniform (bluish/reddish) over multi-domain (X-shape, arrows. The incidence angle of the beam is illustrated in (a).

XMCD-PEEM contrast with corresponding PEEM image for 20 nm thick Py caps on non-magnetic rolled-up nanomembranes (indicated by dashed rectangles) with a diameter of (a) 250 nm and (b) 1.7 μm. Red- and blue-colored regions refer to in-plane magnetization components with the orientation indicated by the arrows. The incidence angle of the beam is illustrated in (a).

Coming from long to short tube segments, the contrast transforms from uniform (bluish/reddish) over multi-domain (X-shape, Landau pattern) to uniform (white) highlighting the transition from longitudinal to azimuthal domain patterns via Landau/vortex states, respectively. From the arrangement of the vortex chirality in (b), an anisotropic magnetostatic interaction between neighboring Py caps is observed due to the curvature-driven thickness gradient. Reprinted with permission from [57]. Copyright (2012) American Chemical Society.

governed by the competition between roughening and smoothing due to ion sputtering and surface diffusion, respectively [339–343]. Examples of nanoscale periodic surface patterns range from ripples on Si [344] and MgO [62] over antidots in Ge [345] to GaSb nanocones [337] and dots [333], and various other nanostructures [346].

4.3.1. Geometrical tuning of the magnetic exchange coupling parameter at the nanoscale. Regular patterns of densely packed cone-like nanostructures can readily be prepared from a standard GaSb(0 0 1) wafer facilitating ion beam erosion [337]. Sputtering of the surface is carried out by a defocused Ar⁺ ion beam directed normal to the surface. Tuning the energy of Ar⁺ ions allows for producing nanocones with different dimensions. For instance, templates with a cone diameter of 28 nm and height of 32 nm were prepared using Ar⁺ ions with a kinetic energy of 200 eV [64]. Growing CoCrPt:SiO₂ granular films onto GaSb nanocone templates with different cone sizes and periodicities provided means to study geometrical tailoring of the magnetic exchange coupling parameter [64]. These films have a high uniaxial magnetic anisotropy of about 5 × 10⁶ erg/cm³ [64, 347] and are used as a conventional magnetic recording material in the hard-drive industry [348]. The CoCrPt:SiO₂ films were optimized to consist of weakly exchange interacting magnetic single-domain grains separated by a SiO₂ shell.

A closer look at the morphology of the magnetic film by cross-sectional TEM reveals strong impact of the cone size (figure 18). Small columnar grains with a diameter of 5 nm cover the top of small cones (figure 18(a)). They even connect neighboring cones, as the closely packed stack is 44 nm high, which is thicker than the height of the cones. The CoCrPt:SiO₂ grains are tilted up to 20° with respect to the sample’s normal (figure 18(a)). In contrast, larger cones ensure grain growth on the sidewalls of the cones (figures 18(b) and (c)). The easy axes are oriented predominantly normal to the local cone surface. A thickness variation of the stack emerges with 6 nm at the bottom between the cones and 15 nm (nominal thickness) near the top.

These distinct structural properties are reflected by the magnetic domain pattern characteristic of the samples. The sample with the smallest cone size reveals large magnetic domains (of about 40 ~ 100) nm in width) that extend over several nanocones (figures 19(a) and (d)). Samples with larger cones show dark and bright spots each confined to a single cone (figures 19(b), (c), (e) and (f)). Correlating MFM with AFM and TEM proves an exchange coupling between grains on adjacent cones for small periodicity, which is absent for larger ones.

4.3.2. Geometry-induced crossover between surface and volume anisotropy. Nanoripple templates are obtained by irradiating Si(100) with Ar⁺ or Xe⁺ ions with an energy in the range of (0.3 ~ 15) keV at an incident angle of 67° with respect to the surface normal and at a constant ion fluence of (0.2 ~ 2) × 10¹⁸ ions cm⁻² [63]. Those conditions lead to self-organized ripple templates with a wavelength of (25 ~ 90) nm and an average amplitude range of (1.5 ~ 5) nm (figure 20) [63, 349, 350].

Growing polycrystalline Fe, Ni and Co with different thicknesses onto such ripples induces uniaxial magnetic anisotropy along the ripple crest direction [61, 63]. A thickness dependence study [63] identified two characteristic regions either governed by uniaxial surface or volume anisotropy. In the low thickness range of a few nanometers, the magnetization tries to follow the surface corrugation even though it never perfectly aligns with the surface morphology. Above the critical thickness of the SRT, dipolar stray fields originating from the surface determine the uniaxial anisotropy.
Figure 18. Cross-sectional TEM images of 15 nm thick CoCrPt:SiO₂ films (total thickness of the layer stack with auxiliary layers is about 45 nm) deposited on pre-structured GaSb(0 0 1) processed by Ar⁺ ions irradiation with an energy of (a) 200 eV, (b) 800 eV and (c) 1200 eV. SiO₂ concentration is (a) 8 at.% and (b), (c) 12 at.% Reprinted with permission from [64].

Figure 19. (a)–(c) AFM images and (d)–(f) corresponding MFM images of the demagnetized state of CoCrPt:SiO₂ coated nanocones (8 at.% SiO₂) prepared with ion energies of (a), (d) 200 eV, (b), (e) 800 eV, and (c), (f) 1200 eV. The circles indicate corresponding positions in the AFM and MFM images. Reprinted with permission from [64].

Figure 20. AFM scans of Si nanoripple templates with different ripple wavelengths. Insets show the corresponding 2D power spectrum density plots providing access to the wavelength λ of the pattern. Reprinted with permission from [63]. Copyright (2013) by the American Physical Society.
5. Tubular shaped objects

5.1. Cylinders and hollow tubes

The experimental realization of cylindrical magnetic objects is very demanding as high-quality films with acceptable surface roughness and well-defined magnetization textures are required to avoid domain wall pinning on imperfections, such as grain boundaries and edges, that may overshadow curvature effects.

Cylindrical structures may be fabricated by different synthesis approaches. Rods and tubes with diameters in the nanometer range are typically prepared via electro-chemical deposition into porous alumina templates [28, 48, 55, 75, 351]. These objects possess, due to small dimensions, rather simple domain patterns, e.g. longitudinal or azimuthal magnetization, and may successfully be studied using electron holography [76, 77] or magnetometry [28, 351]. While soft-magnetic nanocylinders with diameters $\phi \lesssim 50$ nm favor transverse domain walls as predicted by micromagnetic simulations, rods with larger dimensions reveal more complex spin textures with vortices located near structural defects [76], suggesting strong pinning and the disability to efficiently displace domain walls. This assumption was confirmed by cantilever magnetometry observing various metastable states in tubes with inner and outer diameters of $\phi_{\text{in}} \approx 200$ nm and $\phi_{\text{out}} \approx 300$ nm, respectively [28].

5.1.1. Imaging inner magnetization textures in tubular nanoobjects. Extending conventional XPEEM (section 3.3) imaging by a transmission experiment makes it possible to record magnetic information originating from both surface and internal components of a nanostructure and to separate those two contributions [52, 103, 352]. The capability of this approach was first demonstrated by Kimling et al [52] using magnetic core-shell nanowires. Such multilayer nanowires are synthetized filling the hexagonally ordered pores of an alumina membrane with different materials and various techniques [53]. Firstly, the pores are coated with SiO$_2$(5 nm)/Fe$_3$O$_5$(12 nm)/SiO$_2$(10 nm) by atomic layer deposition. Then, nickel is electrochemically deposited into the pores. The nickel core has a diameter of about 100 nm, which is determined by the pore diameter and the thickness of the shell layers. The schematic of a core-shell wire on a silicon wafer exposed to an x-ray beam hitting the sample surface at a shallow angle is shown in figure 21(a). Secondary photoelectrons emanate from the surface of wire and substrate with an intensity depending on the internal structure of the nanowire (figure 21(a)). Figure 21(c) depicts the overlay of a scanning electron micrograph and a XPEEM image recorded at the nickel L$_3$ edge. The nickel core can clearly be distinguished in the shadow of the structure due to resonant absorption. The nanowire is tilted by 45° with respect to the in-plane projection of the incident x-ray beam offering sensitivity to both azimuthal and longitudinal magnetization components and thus capabilities to image the magnetization reversal. In contrast, an angle of 90° would enlarge the shadow while providing a sensitivity only to the magnetization component perpendicular to the wire axis. Similarly, an angle of 0° reveals longitudinal magnetization components but projects the shadow underneath the nanowire preventing any means of detection.

Figure 22(a) shows XPEEM images of the core-shell wire recorded at the L$_3$ absorption edges of iron and nickel after background subtraction. Figures 22(b)–(e) are pairs of XMCD images ((549,570),(804,783) calculated according to (8)) visualizing the magnetization reversal process in both iron oxide shell (left) and the nickel core (right). The blue and red XMCD contrasts are proportional to the magnetization parallel and antiparallel to the direction of the in-plane projection of the incident x-ray beam, respectively. At the iron edge, magnetic contrast can be obtained from both wire and its shadow. The contrast in the shadow is inverted as the electron yield from the substrate is proportional to the intensity of the transmitted x-rays. At the nickel edge magnetic contrast can only be observed in a segment of the shadow.

5.1.2. Topologically protected magnetic textures in tubular nanoobjects. Bloch points are topologically protected 3D magnetic textures. The magnetization distribution of such a spin texture mapped onto a sphere cannot be described by a continuous magnetization field of finite magnitude. This applies e.g. to hedgehog and skyrmion configurations or more generally whenever all directions of magnetization can be mapped on a closed surface. The existence of Bloch point walls (BPWs) has been experimentally confirmed very recently. Da Col et al [352] used the XMCD shadow contrast in XPEEM to gather both surface and volume information of the magnetization configuration of domain walls in cylindrical nanowires. For
In this study, micrometers-long Permalloy nanowires were electroplated in self-organized anodized alumina templates with modulated diameter of pores along their length [353].

In a first step, the wires are aligned along the x-rays to identify longitudinal domains and thus to determine the location of domain walls (DWs) (figures 23(a) and (b); top rows). In a second step, the sample is rotated by 90° to align the wires perpendicularly to the x-ray trajectory. With these conditions, contrast solely arises from DWs (figures 23(c) and (d)). The first class is characterized by an orthoradial curling of magnetization (identified from XMCD shadow contrast), which is symmetric with respect to a plane perpendicular to the wire axis (directly from wire) (figure 23(c)). Notice the absence of contrast on the axis, as expected for the presence of a Bloch point (figure 23(e)). The second type of DW breaks the aforementioned symmetry and is characterized by a uniform contrast at the center of the DW, in the vicinity of the wire axis (figure 23(d)). This is a fingerprint of transverse walls (TWs) (figure 23(f)). Consistent with theoretical predictions [354], wires with a large diameter reveal Bloch point walls,
while small wires favor TW. The crossover diameter is in the range of (70 ∼ 90) nm.

5.2. Rolled-up magnetic nanomembranes: magnetic Swiss rolls

More complex, yet deterministic, domain patterns (figure 24) appear in tubular architectures with diameters in the lower micrometer range fabricated by strain engineering rolled-up nanotech. Rolled-up nanotech [87, 88] relies on differential strain in thin solid films deposited on top of a sacrificial layer (figure 25). Such systems can be realized by single materials (e.g. partially strain relaxed Si films), by bilayers of the same material class (InGaAs/GaAs bilayer [355]) or different material classes (InGaAs/metal [356, 357]). The membranes to be rolled-up are defined by either lithography patterning or mechanical scratching. The layer system is released from the substrate by e.g. wet chemical underetching. The strain gradient generates a bending moment to (partially) relax and initiates the rolling of the layer system. It is possible to design a strained layer system and to deposit an additional layer, e.g. magnetic materials. The functional layer inherits the radial symmetry of the rolled-up layer [358]. The resulting microscopic structure of these rolled-up nanomembranes resembles Swiss rolls, which are morphologically and topologically distinct to the cylinders and hollow tubes.

Rolled-up tubes with diameters down to only a few nanometers can be fabricated using strained semiconductor and sacrificial layers [359]. In this case, the samples consisting of epitaxial In(Ga)As/GaAs bilayers with different total thicknesses are grown using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). The rolling process includes ex situ selective etching performed with diluted HF solutions enabling a selectivity to AlAs [360, 361]. Typical SEM images of the InGaAs/GaAs rolled-up tubes are shown in figure 26. Furthermore, the scaling of the nanotubes diameter with the total InAs/GaAs bilayer thickness is presented in figure 26(c) revealing the possibility to obtain rolled-up tubes with diameters down to several nanometers.

As small tube diameters can be achieved relying on lattice mismatched epitaxially grown superlattices, much efforts were devoted to optimizing the growth of magnetic-material-containing heterostructures to fabricate rolled-up magnetic nanomembranes of small diameters. Heusler alloys are compatible with compound and elemental semiconductors [362, 363] and provide as half-metallic compounds a spin polarization at the Fermi level of up to 100% [364–366], which is highly relevant for prospective spintronic applications. In particular, binary intermetallic Fe₃Si from the family of Heusler alloys can be grown on GaAs(0 0 1) substrates at nearly perfect lattice match [367–369]. Even for good crystalline quality of the radial superlattices (figure 27), e.g. in the case of InGaAs/Fe₃Si superlattices [100, 370, 371], typical diameters of the rolled-up architectures are 1.2 µm [371]. To form an epitaxial bilayer, the MBE-grown III–V surface of InGaAs is thermally deoxidized and a 20 nm-thick Fe₃Si layer is grown pseudomorphically on top of the InGaAs layer by coevaporation of Fe and Si at 350°C in a separate thermal evaporation chamber. Although the structural characterization reveals clear pseudomorphic growth of Fe₃Si on InGaAs and even indicates a lattice-matched crystalline bonding of the two layers (figure 27), no distinguishable interface region is observed as would be expected from other semiconductor/metal [357] or semiconductor/semiconductor rolled-up stacks [355, 372–374]. We speculate that by tuning the deposition conditions, growth temperature or thickness of Fe₃Si, one would be able to achieve tubes with smaller radii.

Similar diameters of Swiss rolls in the range of 4 µm are achievable when preparing heterostructures of strained semiconductor bilayers, e.g. InGaAs/GaAs with a ferromagnetic metal layer, e.g. Permalloy [41, 42, 104]. After rolling up, those structures (figure 28(a)) resemble novel ferromagnetic microtube ring resonators. Balhorn et al [41] investigated the spin-wave spectrum using high-resolution microwave
absorption spectroscopy. For the tube with a given diameter $d$ and number of windings, four distinct resonances have been observed (figure 28(b)–(e)). The resonances in the spectra are found to be due to spin waves traveling around the tube perimeter. They form resonant modes $n = 0; 1; 2; \ldots$ if the periodic boundary condition for a ring resonator $n\lambda = \pi d$ is fulfilled. Here $\lambda$ denotes the wavelength of the spin wave. It is important to note that due to the strong dipole–dipole interaction between windings, Swiss rolls behave magnetically as a single-layered tube with an effective thickness. The magnetostatic coupling automatically leads to a renormalization of the spin-wave mode frequencies as compared to a single-layered film.

The validity of this assumption was proven by imaging the magnetic domain pattern in tightly wound Swiss roll architecture (see section 5.2.1) [103].

5.2.1. Layer specific imaging of tubular magnetic objects. The crucial aspect of identifying domain patterns in buried magnetic films is exemplarily demonstrated for tightly and loosely wound rolled-up nanomembranes with a winding separation of about 200 nm. The curved thin films consist of In$_{33}$Ga$_{67}$As(5)/GaAs(5.6)/Py(15) layer stacks with units in nanometer and diameters $\varnothing \lesssim 3 \mu m$. The 11 nm-thick non-magnetic capping layer prevents Ni and Fe photoelectrons from leaving the surface due to inelastic scattering while lowering the x-ray beam intensity by merely 2% [103]. Thus, information about the magnetization can only be obtained in transmission by analyzing the XMCD shadow in XPEEM contrast at the back side of the 3D object. This possibility further enables an on-chip characterization of optionally encapsulated magnetic devices without the need to transfer them onto transparent nanomembranes as required for TXM.

5.2.2. Tightly wound rolled-up nanomembranes. The projected images of the magnetization in tightly wound rolled-up nanomembranes reveal large domains with a magnetization pointing either along or perpendicular to the symmetry axis (figure 29). The dash-dotted lines enclose the shadow region of the tube located at the top. The magnetization components along the x-ray propagation direction, namely $45^\circ$, are color-coded in blue/ red. Note that white refers to a vanishing net XMCD signal originating from either a perpendicularly aligned magnetization or contrast compensation due to the penetration of x-ray beams through multiple windings with opposed magnetization orientations.
An identification of the corresponding magnetization patterns were done by performing XMCD shadow contrast simulations taking into account a magnetization-dependent absorption of the circularly polarized x-ray beam penetrating a magnetic tube. The magnetization field is analytically defined on the tube assuming uniform distributions, such as longitudinal and azimuthal magnetization alignments. The absorption coefficient for (anti-)parallel alignment is approximated in first order as [103]:

$$\mu_{\pm} = \mu_{Fe}^a \sigma_{Fe} \sin \Psi + \mu_{Ni}^a \sigma_{Ni} \sin \Psi,$$

with the atomic density $a$. The individual absorption coefficients are estimated based on the work of Stöhr et al [115] (i.e. $\mu_{Fe}^a \approx 1 \text{nm}^{-1}$, $\mu_{Ni}^a \approx 5 \text{nm}^{-1}$, $\mu_{Ni}^a \approx 3 \text{nm}^{-1}$ at the Fe L$_3$ absorption edge). Please note that $\mu_{Ni}^a$ and $\mu_{Ni}^a$ are the same at the Fe L$_3$ absorption edge due to non-resonant excitation. Contributions from the non-magnetic layers of 2% are neglected. The effective absorption coefficient is obtained by linear interpolation between $\mu_\|$ and $\mu_\bot$ with the scalar product of magnetization $\mathbf{M}$ and x-ray propagation direction $\mathbf{k}$:

$$\mu_{\pm}^* = \mu_{\pm} + (\mu_\| - \mu_\bot) \frac{1}{2} (\mathbf{M} \cdot \mathbf{k} + 1).$$

The accordingly defined intensity at each point $j$ of the tube is multiplied along the x-ray propagation direction and projected onto a plane representing the substrate.

The good correspondence between experiment and simulation suggests that indeed tightly wound rolled-up nanomembranes with multiple windings can be treated as a tube [42] with a magnetostatically driven commensurable domain pattern throughout all windings [103]. The conclusion on the strong magnetostatic coupling between the windings should be taken with care. Rolling up could result in a Swiss rolls with rather large voids between windings in the range of 100 nm. In this case, windings behave magnetically independent, each possessing its own magnetic domain pattern [103].

5.2.3. Loosely wound rolled-up nanomembranes. The capability to resolve layer specifically magnetic domain patterns is demonstrated on the example of rolled-up nanomembranes with loosely wound layers separated by approximately 200 nm. The corresponding XMCD signal of the object consists of narrow stripes aligned along the symmetry axis which refer to the magnetic contrast originating from each winding (figure 30). As the shadow contrast is analyzed on top of a uniformly magnetized planar Py film, an additional but non-disturbing offset has to be considered. The central shadow region refers to layers that experience mainly perpendicular magnetic field components. Hence, contrast changes appear at larger fields. Contrarily, the contrast at the edge of a winding fades and reverses at field values $H_c = (-1.3 \sim -1.0) \text{kA m}^{-1}$ similar to those obtained by magneto-optical Kerr effect magnetometry [103]. The larger XMCD signal originating from

Figure 28. Ferromagnetic microtube ring resonator by rolling up a Ni$_{80}$Fe$_{20}$/GaAs/In$_{20}$Ga$_{80}$As layer system (RUPT). (a) Layer stack, schematics and SEM image of RUPT positioned on the signal line (S) between the two ground lines (G) of a coplanar waveguide to perform microwave absorption measurements. The inset shows 3.5 tight windings of the strained layer system in a tube cross-section prepared by focused ion beam etching. (b)–(e) Ferromagnetic resonance spectroscopy of RUPT. (b) and (d) show microwave power absorption spectra at remanence for two Swiss roll architectures with different diameters $d$ and number of windings $N$ (see schematics in the inset). In both cases, four successive resonances corresponding to azimuthal spin-wave modes with number $n$ and number of windings $N$ can be identified. (c) and (e) show the magnetic field dependence of the measured resonance frequency peaks indicated by symbols. Lines plot the theoretical results derived by a spin-wave interference model. The magnetic field points along the tube axis. Reprinted with permission from [41]. Copyright (2010) by the American Physical Society.
Figure 29. Comparison between experimental and simulated XMCD shadow contrast of (a) an azimuthally and (b) a longitudinally magnetized state within a magnetic tightly wound rolled-up nanomembrane with cylindrical shape. The orientation of the magnetic moments is indicated by arrows. X-ray beam hits the tube at a shallow angle of 16° and at 45° with respect to the symmetry axis. Dash-dotted lines enclose the shadow region of the tube with one winding. Panel (c) shows an azimuthal state with a 180° domain wall (double line). Reprinted with permission from [103]. Copyright (2014) American Chemical Society.

Figure 30. Layer-specific imaging of buried 3D magnetic rolled-up nanomembranes with multiple windings using T-XPEEM. The distinction between signals of different windings is accomplished as the absorption at the edges of the windings is pronounced (indicated by dash-dotted lines). (a)–(c) Snap shots of the magnetization reversal process while applying an in-plane magnetic field at 45° with respect to the symmetry axis after initially saturating at 2.4 kA m$^{-1}$. The planar magnetic film switches already at −0.2 kA m$^{-1}$. The magnetization at each winding can be reconstructed from the XMCD shadow contrast as shown for different line profiles (A, B, C) and reassembled along the symmetry axis. (d) Line profiles along the tube, i.e. of winding 3, provide insight into the magnetic field-driven evolution, including the distinction between domain wall displacement along or perpendicular to the symmetry axis (indicated by black arrow). Reprinted with permission from [103]. Copyright (2014) American Chemical Society.
the edge of each winding allows for reconstructing more complex magnetization configurations within the 3D magnetic architectures. The dependence of the magnetization reversal on the local magnetization orientation (domains) emphasizes the importance of a non-destructive layer-specific imaging of individual windings. The magnetization orientation at each winding along the profile sections A, B and C are shown in the corresponding schematic 3D images (figure 30). Stacking multiple line profiles along the symmetry axis provides means to assess the magnetization configuration within the 3D object. The observation hints for a continuous domain pattern in the nanomembrane with oblique domain walls, thus appearing at different locations along the symmetry axis in each winding.

A more quantitative analysis of the magnetization including domain wall displacement during magnetization reversal is done by extracting the line profile of each winding along the symmetry axis, exemplarily shown for winding 3 in figure 30(d). The transition region marked by brown and green arrows for external magnetic fields of $-1.0$ and $-1.1$ kA m$^{-1}$, respectively, refer to the magnetic domain walls indicated by solid double lines. The dashed double lines represent for illustration the domain wall position at $-1.0$ kA m$^{-1}$ (figure 30(b)). Analyzing the XMCD signal of the top and bottom part of winding 3 reveals a displacement perpendicular to and along the symmetry axis, respectively. Assuming a continuous pattern, such a change may be assigned to a combination of domain wall translation and rotation, which is likely to occur in soft-magnetic materials. Moreover, the similarity of the magnetic pattern in figures 30 and 29(c) suggests an azimuthal or slightly tilted magnetization in the inner winding, whose energetically unfavored domain decreases in size with increasing magnetic field by magnetization rotation and domain wall displacement.

5.2.4. Non-epitaxial strained layers. Alternative sacrificial layers, such as polymers (e.g. photoresist [39, 45, 97, 104]) or Ge [96, 101], have been introduced. The processing of the functional layer stack is as follows: First, patterns are defined on a substrate by photolithography. The materials of choice are deposited with conventional deposition techniques (electron beam vapor deposition, thermal evaporation, atomic layer deposition or sputtering). The angle of deposition can be adjusted from $0^\circ$ to $90^\circ$ in order to define a preferential rolling direction. Polymer sacrificial layer can be selectively removed with organic solvents (acetone, alcohols). Using polymers and acetone, almost any inorganic material or material combination including SiO/SiO$_2$, ZnO, Al$_2$O$_3$, TiO$_2$, Pt, Co, Permalloy/Pd, Ti/Fe/Pt, Co/Pt, Pd/Fe, Co/Au can be rolled-up into Swiss roll structures [90, 97]. The tube diameter can be tuned by changing layer thickness and strain gradient across the nanomembrane. Latter one strongly depends on the deposition parameters, e.g. deposition rate, deposition angle and substrate temperature.

There are numerous studies available on the realization and investigation of magnetic Swiss rolls relying on a photoresist [39, 45, 97, 104] or Ge-based [96, 101] sacrificial layers. Exemplarily, we describe the approach taken towards the fabrication of well-ordered ferromagnetic rolled-up tube structures facilitating photoresist as sacrificial layer in the roll-up process. The resist layers can be etched or dissolved with common organic solutions typically used in lift-off processes. In order to ensure deterministic rolling, the pattern size should be constrained in two lateral dimensions by patterning the resist underlayer. Then, the films are deposited at an angle with respect to the normal incidence of the material vapor flux. The corresponding lateral anisotropic strain defines the rolling direction that preferentially coincides with the deposition direction. In that case, the resist edge tilted towards and away from the material vapor flux will function as an anchor site and an etching window, respectively. Figure 31 shows a series of selected video microscopy images taken with a high-speed camera of the rolling sequence from a Pd(2 nm)/Fe$_{20}$Ni$_{80}$(8 nm)/Pd(2 nm) trilayer deposited at an angle of about $70^\circ$ with respect to the normal incidence [97]. The images illustrate the roll-up process of an array with $(50 \times 50) \mu$m$^2$ square features rolling together from right to left. In figure 31(d) the final result is a well ordered array of single rolled-up magnetic tubes. The inset in figure 31(d) shows an individual rolled-up tube from the ensemble, with a diameter of $3 \mu$m.

The rolling process in thin solid films is determined by the built-in strain gradients across the layer thickness, and can represent either a roll-up or a roll-down process, depending on the sign and direction of the differential strain [97, 375]. Figure 32(a) shows an SEM image of a representative tube with a diameter of 4.6 $\mu$m, which rolled up from a circularly patterned Pd/Fe$_{20}$Ni$_{80}$/Pd trilayer system. As an inset, we show a schematic illustration of the roll-up process observed for this magnetic film system. The film was deposited at a
shallow angle in an electron beam evaporator and spontaneously rolled up towards the edge where the deposition was directed when exposed to solvents. The other type of rolling (roll-down) is presented in figure 32(b). The inset illustrates the roll-down process observed for a Co/Pt multilayered system. For this type of film, we observed in situ, during the etching process under an optical microscope, that the film did not roll up but buckled upon solvent exposure, suggesting a preference to roll down. Due to the conformal coverage of the film at the edges of the resist, the buckled film remained pinned to the edges of the pattern.

Figure 32(c) plots the scalability of the tube diameter with the total layer thickness for the Pd/Fe20Ni80/Pd system. Note that figures 26(c) and 32(c) reveal a similar trend but at a different length scale. The insets correspond to optical and SEM images from representative tubes with the largest (top-left) and smallest (bottom-right) diameters obtained. The scaling allows for designing structures with deterministic dimensions, which can be tuned by substrate temperature, cooling rates and deposition fluxes. Proper choice of a sacrificial layer, e.g. water solvable Ge-based [40, 96, 101, 102, 376] or polymeric-based [45, 377, 378] layers, which is not affected during the standard optical lithography process, makes it possible to realize magnetic rolled-up nanomembranes with integrated electrical contacts. This allows for instance to fabricate magnetic field sensor devices [39, 40, 45].

5.2.5. Self-assembled on-chip integrated giant magneto-impedance sensorsics. The magnetic counterpart of conventional electro-encephalography [379], namely magneto-encephalography [43–45], relies on the detection of tiny magnetic fields generated by electrical currents in the nervous system. Being able to provide the same physiological information as conventional electro-encephalography, magneto-encephalography offers strong advantages in terms of sensitivity and the opportunity to identify diseases, e.g. epilepsy at early stages with superior spatial resolution [380]. Standard magneto-encephalography equipment is based on superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUID), which need permanent cooling with liquid helium and possess rather high fabrication and maintenance costs limiting their wide spread applicability. Development of cost-efficient yet high-performance and even portable magneto-encephalography equipment would bring these unique devices to regular medical institutions offering early stage disease diagnostics with great spatial resolution hence helping to minimize invasiveness upon surgical treatment.

Karnaushenko et al [45] realized arrays of on-chip integrated giant magnetoimpedance (GMI) sensors. The developed technology platform relies on novel photopatternable, thermally and chemically stable imide- and acrylic-based polymers, which allows for microelectronic processing including multiple fabrication steps, e.g. deposition and lithography. The key advantages offered by the self-assembly approach to fabricate arrays of high-performance GMI devices are two-fold (figure 33) [45].

(i) A geometrical transformation from the initially planar layout into a tubular 3D architecture allows to achieve favorable azimuthal magnetic domain patterns without the need of rapid quenching of the magnetic layer stack in a magnetic field. A direct comparison with its planar counterpart reveals a GMI ratio that is almost two orders of magnitude larger. The tubular sensor reveals a maximum GMI of ≈90% at a magnetic field of 10 Oe and an excitation frequency of 75 MHz.

(ii) Integration of multiple functional elements in a single architecture including GMI sensors and pick-up coils, which are produced simultaneously in a single fabrication step. These compact GMI sensors equipped with pick-up coils operate at ambient condition and reveal a high sensitivity to small magnetic fields of 45 μV Oe⁻¹. The remarkably small excitation current of 1 mA is superior to state-of-the-art GMI devices.

It creates a solid foundation for future development of CMOS compatible arrays of gradiometers based on GMI sensorsics needed for magneto-encephalography applications. Portable
light-weight magneto-encephalography devices bear great potential to revolutionize the field of smart prosthetics, brain-machine and brain-brain interfaces. This is because of its capability to precise volumetric localization and characterization of magnetic signals corresponding to particular mental activity not directly accessible by electro-encephalography and electro-corticography.

5.2.6. 3D compact giant magneto-resistive sensorics for microfluidics. Rolled-up nanotech enables the fabrication of multifunctional devices, which can be straightforwardly integrated into existing fluidic architectures [39]. We applied strain engineering to roll-up a functional nanomembrane consisting of a magnetic sensor element based on [Py/Cu] multilayers with giant magneto-resistance (GMR) response. The sensor’s characteristics before and after the roll-up process are found to be similar, allowing for a reliable and predictable method to fabricate high quality ultra-compact GMR devices. The performance of the rolled-up magnetic sensor was optimized for high sensitivity to weak magnetic fields, as required in biomedical applications. We demonstrated that the rolled-up tube itself can be efficiently used as the fluidic channel guiding the magnetic objects to be detected, while the integrated magnetic sensor provides an important functionality to detect and to respond to a magnetic field. The performance of the rolled-up magnetic sensor for the in-flow detection of ferromagnetic CrO$_2$ nanoparticles embedded in a biocompatible polymeric hydrogel shell was highlighted.

6. Magnetic helices
The effect of topology plays an important role in the electromagnetic properties of architectures that have complex magnetic configurations. These complex systems include helimagnetic materials which are characterized by a gradual tilting of adjacent spins. Rather than depending on nature to produce such structures, there is another approach which relies on a continuous distribution of the magnetic moment through intelligent design, realized by micro-/nanofabrication techniques.
Figure 34. Makeup and assembly of differently magnetized hybrid coils. (a) Composition of the different layer stacks for a hard out-of-plane or in-plane magnetized active layer. (b) Self-assembled coiling process: A photolithographic step defines the SU8 pattern. The active layer is deposited on top of this. The SU8 is delaminated from the substrate in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone, causing the gradient strain between the SU8 and active layer to lead to a roll-up. (c) An optical image (i) and artist rendition (ii) of a hybrid helix coil with an SU8 organic outer layer and an inorganic magnetic (active) inner layer. Reprinted with permission from [15]. Copyright (2011) by the American Physical Society.

6.1. Magnetic microhelix coils

Delaminating polymer stripes with an ‘active’ magnetic nanomembrane deposited on top provides means to create architectures (figure 34) that exhibit one of the three unique magnetic configurations: hollow-bar, corkscrew and radial magnetization (figures 35(a)–(c)) [15]. This approach is based on the self-assembly of strained polymeric structures [89] which delaminate from the host substrate to form microhelix coils [98]. For this purpose, a thick photosensitive polymer (2~10) µm, SU-8, is spin-coated onto a cleaned Si substrate. Narrow stripes (1 mm × 7 µm) are then defined by photolithography. The magnetic layer is sputtered onto the polymer, possessing either an in-plane (20 nm Co) or an out-of-plane ([Co(0.4 nm)/Pt(0.6 nm)]) easy axis magnetization. Next, the samples are placed into the delamination medium, e.g. N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP), at an initial time t_i. The polymer absorbs the NMP, causing it to swell, which in turn, increases the differential strain in the structure. At a certain point, the strain becomes sufficiently large to delaminate the structure and to relax via curling up [87]. This curl-up turns into a full coil-up, as the structure completely delaminates from the substrate, forming compact microhelix structures at a final time t_f (figure 34). Using a 6.2 µm-thick SU-8 layer results in helices with a length of 50 µm and a radius of 35 µm.

Depending on the magnetization orientation of the magnetic stripe prior to rolling, hollow-bar (figure 35(a)), corkscrew (figure 35(b)) and radially (figure 35(c)) magnetized coils can be created. The latter two configurations are particularly interesting as they resemble a microscale helimagnet-like orientation and a radial magnetization that are not obtainable by other means. The uncompensated magnetization of the microhelix coils leads for different magnetization configurations to distinct rotating motions when exposed to an oscillating magnetic field. The magnetic moment of the hollow-bar-magnetized coils points along the axis of the coils which triggers an end-over-end tumbling motion through the medium (figure 35(d)). The corkscrew-magnetized coil has a magnetic moment that spirals itself along the length of the structure resulting in a forward dancing motion (figure 35(e)). In contrast, the radially magnetized structure responds with a directionally-deterministic forward rotation (figure 35(f)) due to uncompensated magnetic moments pointing inwards [99, 381].

6.2. GLAD approach to realize helices at the nanoscale

Strain engineering allows to produce helices with dimensions in the range of some micrometers. Recently, glancing angle deposition (GLAD) or shadow deposition approach [17, 82, 83] emerged as a convenient tool to fabricate magnetic helical objects with ultimately small dimensions reaching a length of 50 nm and helix pitch of 25 nm (figure 36(a)) [86]. This method provides arrays of nanoobjects if the substrate is seeded with nanoparticles, which restrict the growth of the material. The size and periodicity of the seed nanoparticle determine the final morphology of the helix. Nanoscale objects in GLAD are obtained fabricating seeds with electron beam lithography [382] or using self-assembled arrays of nanoparticles realized, e.g. via block copolymer micelle lithography [17, 86]. The latter method paves the way towards wafer-scale processing.

Gibbs et al [86] reported the magnetic response of Ni and Co helix arrays with various pitch sizes (figure 36(a)). The hysteresis loop taken at room temperature with a SQUID is exemplarily shown for Co helices (180 nm long with a pitch of 90 nm) in figure 36(b). The saturation magnetization is estimated to be 630 kA m⁻¹ which is considerably (about half) lower than that of bulk Co. The specific shape of the loop might indicate the alignment of the magnetic moment along the helix-shaped object. This assumption has recently been proven by Phatak et al [77] visualizing the magnetic induction in 3D Co helices with aberration-corrected Lorentz transmission electron microscopy (figure 41).

7. Tomographic imaging

Conventional visualization techniques, such as microscopy, record a 2D projection of a 3D attenuation field associated with the spatial distribution of atomic mass densities or electromagnetic fields. Depending on the experimental setup working either in reflection or transmission mode, information about outermost surfaces or thickness-integrated bulk regions are obtained, respectively. In order to retrieve the 3D information from a set of 2D projections, tomographic reconstruction algorithms have been developed [383] and applied to various classes of materials.
**7.1. Radon transformation**

The first work on the mathematical background of tomographic imaging traces back to Radon [384], who derived the reconstruction formula for a localized 2D function $\mu(x, y)$ whose integral values along certain directions are known. In particular, the integral value can be considered as the transmitted intensity:

$$ I = I_0 \exp \left[ - \int C \mu(x, y) \, dr \right]. $$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

with the initial intensity $I_0$, the localized absorption coefficient $\mu(x, y)$, the integration path $C$ parameterized by $r = -x \sin \alpha + y \cos \alpha$ with the projection angle $\alpha$. The projection axis $s = -x \cos \alpha - y \sin \alpha$ is orthogonal to $r$ (figure 37(a)).

The Radon transform $R(s, \alpha)$ (figure 37(b)) is obtained after rewriting (11) as:

$$ R(s, \alpha) = \ln \left( \frac{I}{I_0} \right) = \int_C \mu(-s \sin \alpha - r \cos \alpha, s \cos \alpha - r \sin \alpha) \, dr. \hspace{1cm} (12) $$

Its invariance under translation and rotation allows to perform Fourier transformations and to reconstruct $\mu$ from a set of projections using the Fourier slice theorem. Accordingly, calculating the 1D Fourier transform of $R$ with respect to $s$

$$ \text{FT}_1[R(s, \alpha)] = \tilde{R}(S, \alpha), $$

leads to the spatial distribution of the absorption coefficient $\mu$ [384]:

$$ \mu(x, y) = (\text{FT}_2)^{-1} \left[ \text{FT}_1[R(s, \alpha)] \right] = (\text{FT}_2)^{-1} \left[ \tilde{R}(S, \alpha) \right] \approx \int_0^\pi \int_\mathbb{R} \delta \mathbf{S} \cdot \mathbf{R}(S, \alpha) H(S) \exp \left[ 2\pi i S (-x \sin \alpha + y \cos \alpha) \right] \, ds \, dS. $$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

The filter $H(S) = |S| \left[ \Theta \left( S + \frac{1}{2 \Delta S} \right) - \Theta \left( S - \frac{1}{2 \Delta S} \right) \right]$, with the Heaviside function $\Theta$, the pixel size of the screen $\Delta S$ and the Nyquist frequency $\frac{1}{2 \Delta S}$ [385], ensures a defined integral. The filtered backprojection (13) is basis for almost all tomography reconstruction algorithms.

Alternatively, the inverse Radon transform can be considered as a system of linear equations [383] similarly to the Radon transform (11) itself, since each trajectory $r$ passes through a small fraction of space. Applying simultaneous algebraic reconstruction techniques, such as the Kaczmarz’ method [386], allows to directly reconstruct $\mu(x, y)$ without applying the Fourier slice theorem (figure 37(c)). The avoidance of Fourier transformations provides means to reconstruct $\mu(x, y)$ from few projections (figures 37(d) and (e)), to increase the spatial resolution or to address each Radon transform individually. The latter aspect is crucial to treat vector fields, such as the magnetization.

Meanwhile, tomographic imaging has become a powerful technique that reveals internal structures in complex organic [122–124, 387–388] and inorganic [76, 77, 105, 106, 108–110, 119–121] objects by exploiting high penetrability and short wavelengths (high spatial resolution) of various
kinds of radiation sources, including electron, neutron and x-rays. Among others, conditions during formation of minerals \[119\] and ceramics \[121\] as well as functioning and interplay of biological cells at subcellular level \[122, 387\] have been identified. Magnetic objects with macroscopic and nanoscopic expansions have been investigated using magnetic neutron tomography \[105, 106\] and electron-based techniques, including electron holography \[76, 77, 107, 108, 388\] and vector field electron tomography \[109, 110\], respectively.

7.2. Magnetic neutron tomography

The capability to characterize 3D spatial distributions of magnetic domains has been demonstrated by magnetic neutron tomography \[105, 106\] with a spatial resolution of \(\approx 100 \mu m\) (figure 38). Neutron tomography relies on the detection of the phase shift, namely intensity difference, due to local variations in the refractive index originating from domain walls aligned parallel to the neutron propagation direction \[389\]. In particular, the refractive index with the spin-dependent term \(\varphi = \pm \frac{1}{2} \mu_n B E_n\) (magnetic moment of the neutron \(\mu_n\), and neutron kinetic energy \(E_n\)) \[106\] causes a distinct momentum transfer for parallel and anti-parallel neutron spin orientations with respect to the magnetic induction \(B\). Hence, neutrons penetrating the media close to a domain wall experience a phase shift that is not compensated by subtracting intensities recorded for neutron beams with parallel and antiparallel spin orientation. The 3D spatial distribution of the domain walls is obtained from a set of projections (figure 38) via direct iterative reconstruction without applying the Fourier slice theorem \[390\] analogously to \[386\]. The treatment of individual projections provides the basis for capturing the angle-dependent phase shift contributions. Accordingly, an evaluation of the domain morphology can be given by identifying regions with dark contrast as volume domains.

The weak interaction between neutrons and induction \(B\) requires an accumulation of the phase shift over \(\approx 100 \mu m\). Thus, domain walls smaller than \(100 \mu m\) or tilted against the neutron propagation direction cannot be resolved. On the other hand, an absorption coefficient of \(\mu \approx -10^{-3} \mu m^{-1}\) (three orders smaller than those of x-rays) for transition metals and fast neutrons (2 MeV) allows to investigate bulky materials, e.g. single crystals, alloys and their modifications due to encapsulation or degradation relevant for industry. Constant phase shift and unaffected trajectory of neutrons when exposed to an homogeneous magnetic field provide further means to study magnetization reversal processes based on the evolution of the volume domain walls as no information about the magnetization itself or surface domains are accessible.

7.3. Electron-based 3D imaging

First successful attempts to access magnetic properties in 3D space with nanometer resolution have been accomplished in...
uniformly magnetized nanoparticles \[108, 388\], magneto-tactic bacteria (figure 39) \[107, 388\] and nanorods/nanohelices (figure 40) \[76, 77\] with spatial expansions <100 nm by phase shift reconstruction with electron holography \[391, 392\] or Lorentz electron microscopy (LTEM) and employing the transport-of-intensity equation (TIE) \[393, 394\]. More recently, the capability of vector field electron tomography (VFET) \[395, 396\] was demonstrated by reconstructing magnetic vortex cores in soft-magnetic disks \[109, 110\].

7.3.1. Phase shift reconstruction. These approaches are based on the knowledge of the electron’s phase shift traveling through
a 3D space with an electrostatic potential $V(r)$ and a magnetic vector potential $A(r)$ [397]:

$$
\varphi(r_z) = \varphi_e(r_z) + \varphi_m(r_z) = C_e \int_{C_z} V(r_z + i\omega) \, dl - C_m \int_{C_z} \omega \cdot A(r_z + i\omega) \, dl.
$$

(14)

Similarly to the original formula (12), the thickness-integrated information (14) constitutes line integrals along the trajectory $C_z$ parameterized by $l$, in the direction of $\omega$. In fact, $\varphi_e(r_z)$ is the representation of (12) in 3D. The 2D position vector $r_z$ lies in the projection plane so that $\omega \cdot r_z = 0$. Further are $C_e = e\pi/\lambda E_e$ and $C_m = e\hbar$, with the electron wavelength $\lambda$ and the electron kinetic energy $E_e$.

Accordingly, the phase shifts of coherent electron beams reflect the thickness-integrated interaction with a magnetic induction $\mathbf{B} = (\nabla \times \mathbf{A})$, perpendicular to the electron beam propagation direction. In particular, isophase lines coincide with the magnetic field lines/ magnetization components lying in the projection plane. Thus, phase shift reconstructions performed with projections taken at the same angle may only be applied by correlation with simulations (figure 40) to reveal simple magnetization textures as occurring in e.g. uniformly magnetized nanoparticles [108, 388], nanorods [76, 77] or assemblies of those [107, 388].

### 7.3.2. Electron holography

Examples of chains of superparamagnetic nanoparticles in magnetotactic bacteria and magnetic nanorods are given in figures 39 and 40, respectively, recorded with electron holography [391, 392] that visualizes the phase shift between reference beam $\psi_1 = e^{ikr}$ and probe beam $\psi_2 = \xi(r)e^{ikr + i\varphi(r)}$ by coherent interference on the CCD screen using an electron biprism [398]. Both amplitude

$$
\xi(r) = \sqrt{1 + \xi^2(r)} = 1 + \xi^2(r) + \kappa \xi(r) \cos [(k_1 - k_2)r - \varphi(r)],
$$

(15)

The contrast is reduced by the coefficient $\kappa$ that takes into account temporal and spatial coherence of the electron beam.
transformation around at least two axes. Calculating the 1D Fourier projections at different angles while rotating/tilting the information about the phase shift can be avoided by acquiring the transport-of-intensity equation. In contrast, Lorentz microscopy with TIE omits the use of a reference beam by accumulating a through-focus series of images that reveals the thickness-integrated magnetic induction components perpendicular to the electron beam propagation direction according to \( \nabla \varphi = C_B \cdot B \cdot d \) with the sample thickness \( d \) [394]. Varying focus changes the size of the probing area and thus the amount of enclosed flux lines that is reflected by the gradient of the phase shift.

Figure 41(a) shows an in-focus TEM image of nanoscale helices prepared by GLAD [399] (see section 6.2 for further details). The diameter of the entire helix structure is 115 nm with the distance between the helices of 130 nm. The diameter of the Co wire, which forms the nanohelix, was measured to be 20 nm. The magnetization in the nanohelices were studied employing aberration-corrected Lorentz transmission electron microscopy (LTEM) [400] by obtaining maps of the local magnetic induction in and around the nanohelices using through-focus series of LTEM images prior to high resolution imaging. Employing the TIE formalism [394], the magnetic phase shift of the sample was retrieved; The gradient of the phase shift was calculated in order to obtain the thickness-integrated magnetic induction [401]. The color-coded magnetic induction map is shown in figure 41(b). The magnetic flux lines in- and outside the nanohelix correspond to the magnetization and the stray field perpendicular to the electron trajectory, respectively [77].

\[
V(r) = (FT_2)^{-1} \{ FT_1 [\varphi_y(r_y)] \} = (FT_2)^{-1} [\varphi_y(S, \alpha)], \tag{16}
\]
\[
B_x(r) = (FT_2)^{-1} \{ iS_y \cdot FT_1 [\varphi_{r_m}(r_r)] \} = (FT_2)^{-1} [iS_y \cdot \varphi_{r_m}(S_y, \alpha)], \tag{17}
\]
\[
B_y(r) = (FT_2)^{-1} \{ iS_x \cdot FT_1 [\varphi_{r_m}(r_r)] \} = (FT_2)^{-1} [iS_x \cdot \varphi_{r_m}(S_y, \alpha)]. \tag{18}
\]

Equations (16) and (17) describe the angular dependence for rotations around the \( x \)-axis, while (18) considers rotations around \( y \). The phase shift is accumulated along the trajectory \( \vec{c} \) at the projection angle \( \alpha \). Note that \( \alpha \) is determined by \( r_x \) in real space. Using the Maxwell equation \( \nabla \times B = 0 \) allows to reconstruct the magnetic induction \( B \) from a set of projections around at least two rotation axes. Electrostatic contributions \( \varphi_{r_m}(r_r) \) can be compensated by subtracting projections along opposite trajectories.

An experimental demonstration of the capability of VFET was very recently given by reconstructing the spin configuration in two vertically stacked planar soft-magnetic disks (figure 42) with a spatial resolution of few nanometers using a 1 MV holography electron microscope [110]. However, facilitating electrons as a probe is disadvantageous for in-field measurements on mesoscopic samples due to their electric charge and strong absorption coefficients, nor do they provide an element specificity. These highly demanded features can be offered by x-ray magnetic circular dichroism-based 3D imaging techniques.

7.4. Magnetic soft x-ray tomography

Contrary to magnetic neutron tomography and vector field electron tomography, magnetic x-ray tomography utilizing XMCD is directly sensitive to the magnetization [96]. As the XMCD signal contains information about the projection of the magnetization vector onto the x-ray beam propagation direction, nonuniform magnetization distributions in 3D magnetic
objects cause a vector property induced non-additivity of the XMCD signal with complex ambiguous projections of the 3D magnetization (figure 43).

7.4.1. Algorithm. Mathematically, the contrast change with varying tilt angle describes the derivative of the magnetization with respect to the rotation angle. The approach proposed in [96] relies on solving systems of linear equations similar to those used for magnetic neutron tomography [106]. Using tubular architectures with well-defined magnetization orientations, e.g. radial or in-plane, provides means to consider 1D or 2D vector fields defined on the surface of the cylinder. In this respect, the determined magnetization component refers directly to the magnetization vector. Thus, data acquisition around one tilt axis coinciding with the symmetry axis of the tube is sufficient. However, valid restriction conditions, such as a spatial confinement of the magnetization vector field by locating the magnetic material using conventional scalar x-ray tomography and information on the preferential magnetization orientation, derived e.g. from the integral magnetic character, are needed. Note that a complete and consistent identification of the magnetization texture in extended samples with a rotation axis not coinciding with the local direction of the magnetization vector requires to record the XMCD contrast around several rotation axes. In contrast to vector field electron tomography, it is generally not sufficient to consider only two projection axes when dealing with nonuniform states due to a possible XMCD contrast compensation and locally varying saturation magnetization.

For contributions from front and back side (similar to section 4.1.3) described by \( f(x) \) and \( b(x) \cdot (x \cdot \mathbf{k}) \), respectively, the overall XMCD contrast at projection angle \( \alpha_n \) and image position \( x \) perpendicularly to the rotation/symmetry axis reads \( I^{\alpha_n}(x) = f(x_n) + b(x_n) \cdot (x \cdot \mathbf{k}) \) with \( \alpha_n = \alpha_0 + n \delta, x_n = x + g \left( \frac{n \delta}{2} \right) \).
Figure 44. Correlation of experimental (right images) with simulated (left images) XMCD shadow contrast of azimuthal magnetization textures with alternating domain widths (0.9 μm & 1.2 μm (11% & 15%)) at different projection angles recorded with T-XPEEM. The projections reveal distinct and complex patterns that can only be assigned by simulation correlation to the corresponding magnetization textures. Solid lines serve as guide-to-the-eye. Reprinted with permission from [96]. Copyright (2015), Rights Managed by Nature Publishing Group.

Figure 45. 3D reconstruction of a radial magnetization texture using MXT. (a), (b) Unrolled magnetic domain patterns for better visualization. 1W and 2W refer to regions with one and two overlapping windings, respectively. The transition from large isotropic to small azimuthal domains is obvious when approaching surfaces perpendicular to the direction of the initially applied magnetic field (180°). Dark contrast refers to strong absorption and a magnetization pointing outside the tube. (c), (d) 3D view of the magnetization in the thin films with cylindrical shape. In addition to the raw data (gray), the processed binary data with red and blue referring to radial magnetization vectors pointing outside and inside the tube, respectively, are shown. Reprinted with permission from [96]. Copyright (2015), Rights Managed by Nature Publishing Group.

and the rotation step size $\delta$. The matrix transformation due to the curvature is taken into account by $g(n\delta\frac{\alpha}{2})$ with a lateral displacement at the very center of $\delta\frac{\alpha}{2}$ perpendicularly to the symmetry axis. Thus, the XMCD contrast can be disentangled by integrating the difference between projections taken at $\alpha_0$ and $\alpha_1$ [96]:

$$\frac{1}{2\delta} [I^{\alpha_0}(x_0) - I^{\alpha_1}(x_{-1})] = \frac{1}{2\delta} [b(x_0) - b(x_0 - \delta\phi)]$$

$$\approx \overset{\partial}{\partial_\phi} b^{\alpha_0 + \delta\phi}(x_0).$$

In this notation, $I^{\alpha}(x_{-1})$ is the XMCD contrast at $\alpha + \delta$ shifted by $g(-\delta\frac{\alpha}{2})$ perpendicularly to the symmetry axis to eliminate
contributions from the front side. In case of a radially magnetized tube, the accordingly identified magnetization texture is unambiguously defined assuming a constant saturation magnetization. Spin textures with unknown magnetization orientation require to take projections around another rotation axis. In order to capture the magnetic domains in a correct way, the lateral shift $\delta_{\perp}$ between two subsequent projections must not exceed the domain feature size. For instance, data recorded with rotation step sizes $\delta \approx 4^\circ$ allows to reconstruct features as small as 40 nm at the surface with curvature radii of $1 \mu m$ (1 $\mu m$ away from the rotation axis). Considering multiple projections and solving the corresponding system of linear equations further provides means to discriminate contributions from more than two surfaces [291].

7.4.2. Demonstration. Simple, deterministic magnetic domain patterns with e.g. straight magnetic domain walls as existent in circulating spin textures of tubular objects [96] may be identified by correlation with XMCD shadow contrast simulations. The projections shown in figure 44 for various angles reveal distinct features in both domain shape and contrast level and belong to an azimuthal domain pattern with periodically alternating domain width of $(0.9 \pm 0.2) \mu m$ and $(1.2 \pm 0.2) \mu m$.

More complex spin textures, such as radially magnetized Co/Pd tubes, were identified by tomographic reconstruction using TXM (figure 45). The magnetization in areas with non-overlapping windings is saturated since the number of Co/Pd bilayers is optimized to ensure full remanence of the sample after magnetic saturation. The appearance of the multi domain state in the areas with two windings can be explained by an increased magnetostatic energy of the sample, which favors the multi domain state when doubling the number of Co/Pd repetitions [402]. Note that the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy of the sample is not expected to change due to the Ti spacer between each Co/Pd multilayer stack (winding). The magnetic states in figure 45 were obtained after the sample had been exposed to a magnetic field applied perpendicularly to the symmetry axis along $\alpha = 180^\circ$ (perpendicular to the area with single winding). The morphology of the multi domain pattern is clearly changing with the angle featuring large isotropic domains with a size of more than 120 nm on the opposite side of the tube along the field direction and small domains with sizes down to 75 nm in surfaces perpendicular to the magnetic field (figures 45 and 46) [96]. This difference in morphology of the domain pattern is even more prominent in areas with two or more windings (figure 45, bottom row). Regions, which are perpendicular to the direction of the applied magnetic field, reveal narrow magnetic domains with lateral dimensions down to 75 nm along the symmetry axis and an elongation along the circumference of the tube (figure 45).

Reconstructing the magnetization configuration in tubular architectures with a spatial resolution of 40 nm is a first demonstration of the capabilities of MXT and a milestone towards establishing an x-ray based magnetization sensitive tomography for both qualitative and quantitative analysis of the magnetization vector field. MXT bears great potential to become a leading imaging technique to study 3D magnetic objects offering element specificity, inertia against electromagnetic waves and nanometer spatial resolution. Utilizing soft x-rays, samples with thicknesses up to 200 nm may be studied. This limitation originating from the strong resonant absorption of soft x-rays in metals can be lifted towards several micrometers facilitating hard x-rays with larger penetration depth and smaller absorption cross-section or off-resonance soft x-ray magnetic circular dichroism.

8. Conclusion and outlook

Recently, 3D curved magnetic objects, i.e. quasi-1D nanowires and 2D shells, have attracted much attention in both theoretical and experimental research due to striking properties [30, 31, 33, 34, 37, 38, 403] originating from curvature-induced contributions to the magnetic exchange energy [30, 31]. Theoretical works have predicted the existence of a curvature-induced effective anisotropy and DM-like interaction that enable novel effects including magnetoelastic effects (chirality symmetry breaking) and topologically induced magnetization patterning.
Targeting those theoretical predictions, we presented relevant experimental approaches to synthesize curved magnetic objects. Curved quasi-1D nanowires can be formed using either anodization approaches or GLAD techniques, which allow to realize magnetic cylinders and hollow tubes, straight, bent or shaped as nanohelices. Remarkably small dimensions of nanohelices down to 50 nm diameter were achieved using GLAD approaches [86]. Those structures are fundamentally interesting since they are supposed to show curvature-induced effects; An experimental verification is yet to be given.

Ultimately small magnetic helices could be achieved by means of DNA origami [404]. It is a well-established method to realize chiral structures of, e.g. optically active Au nanoparticles at the nanoscale [405]. An application to magnetic materials, e.g. the realization of helices with magnetic nanoparticles, has not yet been reported. We hope that the work in hand will initiate close collaboration between the magnetism and DNA origami communities to address the fundamental question on the impact of curvature on the magnetic responses at the nanoscale.

Magnetic 2D shells can be prepared in a straightforward way by deposition of magnetic thin films on curvature templates, e.g. spherical, conical or cylindrical objects. We reviewed different methods, which can be applied to realize the curvature templates offering radii of curvature over three orders of magnitude (10 nm to 10 \( \mu \)m). Magnetic responses (mainly, statics) of distinct material systems with in-plane and out-of-plane easy axis of magnetization were discussed. A new approach of shaping initially planar magnetic thin films into 3D tubular objects relying on strain engineering was highlighted. Different shapes including Swiss rolls and microhelicities have already been accomplished by those means, which allow for engineering artificial micro- and nano-structures with unique magnetic configurations. From a theoretical point of view, radially magnetized curved architectures like Swiss roll structures lack inversion-as well as time-reversal symmetry and are therefore characterized by a geometrically induced ferro-toroidal order. The possibility to design a finite toroidal moment by nanofabrication techniques could potentially open new avenues to study this type of long-range order and its role in multiferroic behavior.

The optimization of the magnetic and structural properties of these novel 3D architectures demands the development of new characterization methods, particularly those based on vector tomographic imaging. Magnetic neutron tomography [105, 106] and electron-based 3D imaging, such as electron holography [76, 77, 107, 108] and vector field electron tomography [109, 110], are well-established techniques to investigate macroscopic and nanoscopic samples, respectively. Electron-based tomography provided first insights into the magnetization patterns of nanohelices [77]. We envision that curvature effects in nanoobjects will be investigated using such techniques. On the other side, at the mesoscale, curved objects like Swiss rolls can be investigated using the novel method of magnetic soft x-ray tomography (MXT) [96]. Providing means to study samples with thicknesses up to 200 nm, MXT closes the gap between investigating 3D magnetic nanostructures and bulky crystals using electron-based 3D imaging and neutron tomography, respectively. Composite materials with even larger thickness may be investigated element specifically due to an effectively reduced absorption cross-section at resonance. To fully exploit its potential, further developments are required. They rely on three major aspects, namely generalization of the present algorithm, application to various sample architectures and realization of a 3D rotation of an object in an x-ray microscope. The latter requirement is technically challenging due to a fixed rotation axis in T-XPEEM [116] and a spatial separation of merely 2 mm between pinhole and vacuum window in TXM [249]. The realization may still be possible since tilts around two additional preferentially orthogonal rotation axes would be sufficient for most cases. We envision that these yet fundamental investigations will have strong impact on future explorations of the application potential of 3D objects as e.g. GMI-based sensors for magnetoencephalography in life sciences, as topology-induced magneto-electronics, unidirectional magnonic systems or racetrack memory devices for green electronics, or as prototypical models for advancing vector field tomography, such as magnetic x-ray tomography. Developing next generation diffraction-limited x-ray sources and advancing coherent imaging techniques, such as x-ray holography [253, 406–414] and ptychography [415–423], will further promote soft x-ray based vector field tomography with nanometer spatial resolution in all three dimensions.

At the moment, most experimental works have been focused on static magnetic properties of curved magnetic thin films. However, dynamic aspects are even richer in physics with predicted unlimited domain wall velocities [37] as relevant for racetrack memory applications or Cherenkov-like effect for magnons [38]. Furthermore, the fabrication of curved heterostructures by tightly rolling up provides means to assemble magnetic field-tunable metamaterials based on magnonic excitations that function as hyperlenses with cylindrical shape [424–427]. On the other hand, rolling up magnetic honeycomb lattices [266] into cylindrical objects with well-defined orientation could result in 3D magnonic crystals, which offer a magnetic field control through the energy band gaps detectable by Brillouin light scattering (BLS) microspectroscopy [428].

In spite of experimental challenges to address the appealing theoretical predictions of curvature-induced effects, 3D magnetic architectures have already proven their application potential for life sciences, targeted delivery, realization of 3D spin-wave filters, and magnetoencephalography devices. The originally fundamental topic of the magnetism in curved geometries strongly benefited from contributions by the application-oriented community, which among others explore the shapeability aspect of the curved magnetic thin films. These activities resulted in the development of the family of shapeable magneto-electronics [95] including flexible [429–431], printable [432–434], stretchable [91, 429] and even imperceptible [94] magnetic field sensors.

The balance between fundamental and applied stimuli to the topic of magnetism in curved geometries is quite unique and triggered the development of new theoretical methods and novel fabrication/characterization techniques. This synergy will enable us to exceed the exploratory stage of research and pave the way towards novel device concepts, whose functionality and performance will harness the geometry of 3D magnetic thin films.
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